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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
tha Town Where Folks
Really Live
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1970

Sets Budget
igur< Okayed
Record Figure

Annual
ilM<
Meeting
Of School Group

At

A record budget

of $1,396,228

for the Holland Christian
!

'

j

Schools was overwhelming';/
approved Thursday night by
Society members at the semiannual meeting held in ’hn
ChristianHigh School auditorium.

HAPPY

FIRST BIRTHDAY — Today is a gala day in the lives
of Holland's only living triplets,Rudy, Ruben and Ricky
Moralez, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Leandro Moralez, 314 West
14th St. They are one year old. When they had their pictures taken in their party hats with their individual birthday
cakes, Rudy (at left) the first born, looked at the cake

The new budget represents an
increase of $112,225 over the

and gently touched the candle. Ruben (center) the second
born, decided he liked the candle and proceeded to eat it.
Ricky (right) the third of the trio, took matters in his own
hands and plunged right into the icing. A birthday party
was held Tuesday by the Jaycee Auxiliary, sponsors for the

triplets.

Bus Line Will

present operating figure for this
year, Ken Vander Zwaag, chairi

man of the finance committee
reported.

On ihe expenditureside,

(Sentinel photo)

the

the biggest increase is reflected
in the instructionalsalary item.

The figure set for salaries next
year is $1,056,820,a boost of
$91,000, Although part of the
| increase is due to the need for

Rudy, Ruben, Ricky

I

i

additional high school teachers.

One Year Today

Cancel Route

The administrativefigure in
the new budget is up approximately $2,500, due in part *o
switch over to computer sendee
for some of the bookkeeping.
Operation and maintenance of
school plants remeined virtually
the same as last year at about

Rudy, Ruben and Ricky Mor-Jsome Horizon girls, did baby
manager alez, the triplet sons of Mr. and sitting. The need for continued
covering air conditioningand Mrs. Leandro Moralez. 314 West suPPort f()r ,hi-s fme family is
still there. The Holland comfire protection for City Hall
14th St., were one vear old
mumty can be proud of Mr. and
prepared by the firm of Dean.
Mrs. Moralez end their 11 chilFairbrother, Gunther and Bow- ^ues^a',•

City Council instructed City
Manager William L. Bopf at its
regular meeting Wednesday to
explore all reasonable possibilities for maintainingbus service
in the community after Alvin
Vander Kolk, owner of Holland
and Inter-CityBus Line informed Council that after 244
years he will discontinuecity
bus routes March 28.

report from the city

man.

$125,000,including salaries.

Holland s only living triplets, idren, eight others besides the
i to™ a year ago in Holland Hus- ! triplets,

Also renewed was the cert if
cation of the Workable Pro- 1 Pifal. celebrated Tuesday at ] Rudy, the first born of t h e
gram (Community Improve- a birthday party given for them triplets, now weighs 25 pounds,
ment) necessary in urban re- by the Jaycee Auxiliary who Ricky weighs 24 pounds and
newal
'are sponsoring the triplets. Ruben weighs 23 pounds. They
Council granted permission A big birthdaycake and all are bright and happy children
Vander Kolk s communication
stated that the continualde- to the American Cancer Society fbe food for the party has been and are crawling around and
arranged by Mrs. William Kei- trying to talk. They find brother
cline in revenue and the spiral- to solicit funds on various dates
ing cost of operation brought in April, and acknowledged a zer, chairman, and her com- 'Freddie (Alfredo)a willing inmittee. Mrs. Bruce Williams, terpreter. Freddie was only !H
about his decision. He said he letter from the UniversalThing
Mrs. Terry Husted and Mrs. months old himself when the
(Organized
Young
People
of
would continue charters, school
triplets were born, so he also
bus runs and make rentals Grace Episcopal Church) thank- William Coupe. Bill DuMond is
supplying
the
cake
and
the
Auxineeds plenty of love and attenavailable. He offered to co- ing Council for cooperationon
liary the rest. They are also tion
the
candlelight
carol
sing
Dec.
operate with anybody interestThey had about 38 attending
provided the matching suits the
ed in operating a bus service 23, 1969
the
party. The Moralez
Low
bid
of
$1,169.15
entered
boys
wore
at
the
party,
for Holland.
home
will be bursting at
bv
Northland
Soil
Service
of
ThLS
sma11
Jayeee
group
has
Although Council did not purthe seams for this happy ocsue the discussion, some Coun- Grandvillefor 244 tons of fer- raised money f<»' the tripletsin
casion. Only sad note of the
cilmen later expressed concern tilizer for Park and Cemetery var'0lls ways» baking and doing
affair will be that their beloved
departments
and
Windmill
Isother
things
10
helPThey
startfor the number of elderly perland
was
approved.
It was the ed a Triplet Fund at First Nat- godmother,Mrs. Lawrence
sons dependent on bus service.
and mulled over possibilities of j lowest of five submitted. >«nal Bank which could use Smith, wonl ^ with them Mrs
some service involvins smaller 1 Certifications were confirm- more contrllxltlons jSmlth dled Feb- 2,1 following
vehicles Such considerationis I «d for Councilman Smith. Wade wl'en lhe tnPlets were born,: heart surgery. Lawrence Smith,
everybody wanted to help; some is the triplets’godfather
likely to be included in Bopfs Drug Co., engineeringdepartdid oy
bv tu.unuui.ng
contributingmoney,,
money, noiwnu
Holland sd.uies
salutes the
Moralez
I nient, $4.20; Councilman Dyk, u
ne mo.
a. tv.
i-

Under income, tuition is expected to bring in $196,000 while
parent contributions is set at
$951,725, and increases of
about $97,000. Other income
figures are Sustaining Membership Plan, $120,000; churches
and societies. $87,000; school
circles and aids, $23,500 and
gifts, bequests etc. $20,000.
Both treasurer Alvin Brouwer

i

applications.

|

1

MISSIONARY TRUCK— A

Holland fireman
douses flames beneath a 1970 model twincab camper truck destined for missionary
work in Alaska and which was destroyedby
fire shortly after 11 a

m Monday at

the

a space heater in

the building. The truck,

valued at $5,000, was being worked on in
the building. An overhead garage door of
the building also was destroyedin the fire

Ted

and Vander Zwaag presented
portions of the new budget and

but other damage to the building was not
believed extensive.No injuries were re-

Voss Septic Tanks firm, 995 Lincoln Ave.
Firemen said gasoline fumes from one of

answered questions.
Supt. Mark Vander Ark and
the Rev. T. Vanden Heuvel of
the education committeegave
brief reports on teacher evalua-

ported.

the truck tanks apparentlywere ignited by

(Tom Renner photo)

'

u

mission for a $45,000 grant for

S’ 90.

Gerald Van Wyke, president
of the board of trustees, served

3,000

as chairmen and conducted
opening devotions. The closing
prayer was offered by Hero

i

On Northside

in Fire

‘

An estimated

3.000

Bratt, acting

Handicapped

line

fumes from one

the

Y pft h

T

1/

tion plant, were without electric
She said a group of Holland | power for up to one hour and

of the truck

school

Consumers

ihvnka
! ___
I

Tractor Breaks

high

principal.

i

A twin-cab camper truck, be- • sions arc sponsored bv indivi- P^' ; r*
h ‘f
mplets and adds this Happy jng preparcd (or missionary . duab and not a Articular fT' .ft- wtomers nmft of
Lake Macatawa, including
Birthday.’
work in Alaska, was destroyed j church denomination,said Mrs.
Holland municipal water filtraby fire Monday after gaso- Riemcrsma.

others by providing diaper ser- 1
vice and still others, especially;

Council approved an agree- 1 Holland Litho, engineeringdement between the city and the1 payment, $i; Councilman PeerMichigan State Waterways Com- bolt. Peerbolt Inc., engineering,

Hits

tion.

1

|

Ruined

j

report.

Power Loss

Mission Truck

•

1

I

,

VOlUnfCGr

launch- Council approved the outline
ing and park facilitiesin
a request from the city clerk
rainutesTuesda>’ when a
! m'ssl0n was donatm6 the lruck I pole on a
main feeder line
expanded area of Kollen Park. to the Michigan State Highway
Is
'Thl
?rno
o
urn
‘rv„
roiwhlch
Jousma
was
,0
dnve
lo
ported
and
caught
fire.
This comes under a program Department to close River Ave
Ihe Luck, a K<0 Cuw (ah, Alaska starting Wednesday
The
outage
occurred
at
6;42
Is
Injured
and
Eighth
St.
on
certain
.
.
i was being worked on in
whereby the state provides 90
a m. in an area north of Lake „ GRAND _ HAVEN — Charles
; cement block building housing
per cent and the city 10 pervasionsfor Tulip Time May 13GRAND
HAY
EN
A
Wyom
Macatawa to Tunnel Park from Kreun, of 12290 Felch St.,
cent. Council then appropriated
These include
/
the Ted Voss Septic Tanks firm
Lake
Michigan east to US-31. member of the board of
street
scrubbing
and
klompen
GRAND HAVEN
The ling man, Dale Medendorf. 36, j at 995 Lincoln Ave No serious
$5,000 from the capital improveFull service was restored by directors of the American
Ottawa Area Intermediatewas ta^en |0 Grand Rapids But- ! injuries were *eported Loss to
ments fund to the expansionde- dancing including rehearsals.
Cancer Society’s Ottawa County8:08 a m.
vrlopment account and approvsaf Sefons from Coun- 1
Hospital for x-rays
faced
Unit was awarded the sword
ed hiring Gordon M. Buiten- i cdman Dyk were referred to survey team representing school
at $5,000.
,Ed. Vander Veen,
1
,Consumers’j trophy, the symbol of the
treatment
of
chest injuries, | Ron ,j0lJsma 0f 10393 Adams
dorp Associates Inc. to provide' 1116 c*ty manager for study, one ( districts in the Ottawa area
Holland police said Monday e.ectnc superintendent, said an American Cancer Society,for
engineeringservices for the a preliminarystudy on mount- j district to conduct a study of bumps and bruises received St
. said
in.,
icmi he
ml was
wci.n scheduled
m u u u to
ui t|)CV |lave recoverefj a miantitv insulator on the pole along
au,,,K hjs seven years of voiunteer
'n8 traffic on River Ave. in the educational needs of handicap- when his car was forced off the drive the truck to the Palmer.1 , ' .
. ‘ I 144th Ave, between Lakewood servjce as treasurer of the
Two weeks ago. the city was l B*ack Hiver bridge area, a , ped children in the various road on M-21 ana 12th Ave Alaska area uhcre Arctic Mis- of walc'hes and radl0s and ar' Blvd and Ottawa Beach Rd.. local uniL
informed that the Department study which may involve other districts,
sions is operating a mission re-sled a ><Hing man in connee- was damaged by rifle fire and The presentationwas made
Georgetowntownship, at 9 50
of Interior Outdoor Recreation agencies particularly in financ-J Under Public Act 220, passed
ary field Jousma said the lruck tion with a breakin Saturday at ; caused a short which set fire at
meeting Monday in
..
, to the nole and trinned riremf
Bureau had approved a $30,000 ing a possible second bridge, in 1969, the area school district a.m Thursday bv a semi-tractorand nmner wac nuid fnr hv 11 u;
the Grand Haven Community
grant" for" the Pollen Park ex- ^ and the other asked no - litter must provide the legislature that had broken loose from a .
b?
3t ' breads
Center.
pansion. covering 50 per cent s*Bns and possible fines in cer- with information on the number,
Mrs. Andrew Dalman 98 West
of the cost of the additionalpro- *a‘n areas. Dyk said the current type and services available for
According to Ottawa county ' JouTma said he was able
KUam Di‘U(,n- 17 of 393 mlm fSer ^ine^ 3 ,O'°00 VoU 12th St., has been appointed
thaw is revealingconsiderablehandicapped children. This in sheriff's deputies.Medendorl's back the truck from the Voss 'Vesl 2^nd St., charged with
perty.
chairman for the April Cancer
Council scheduled a public lltter ln city curbs and other ! formation will aid in formluating ; car went off the road and rolled building before flames spr^d leaking and entering, de\^a. (dp
Crusade, with Mrs. Ray
hearing Wednesday, March 18,
legislation providing programs over when the tractor fell from Also damaged in the fire was ™a"ded , examinationat his
.
trouwe in Wagenveld and Mrs. Edward
on an application of Bohn Alum- CouncilmanRobert Dykstra ! and funding to meet the needs the wrecker driven by John an overhead door to Ihe build H,,lland Dlstrlcl Court a''aign- ,
^ , 1‘1 , „ors D<
Page, vice-chairmen. Zeeland
ilium and Brass Co. which is I asked the city manager to de- j of handicapped children in Spalding. 50. of St. Louis. Mo. ing. Damage 7o“ the’ intnior' '.if ment t(X,a>' Bond ,,f %2m wa*s
chairmen are Mrs. Bertha Drew
requesting a variance from fire I termme what other cities are |
Spalding was driving west on the Voss building was not be ‘f1118 f,,nmhled a',d a, hcanng
nas a
and Mrs. Elaine Groters with
district requirements with re- doing about cars parked
Named to the team are , M-21 and Medendorf was follow- , tieved
date was to be scheduled later. ! evvara ,or miormalion leading Herbert Wybenga, vice • chaircfonvlc15lon. of
sped to constructing an addi- lawns after Dykstra received Lloyd Van Raalte. West Ot- ing him, deputies reported. | Arrangements were being (tfficers said the kwt recover- i " the arresl
man. Mrs. S. R. Van Antwerp is
re:spons,,jle
,or shooting Hudsonville chairman; Mrs.
tion to its plant at 365 West 24th several complaints on such a tawa; Carroll Norlin. Holland;! Spalding, who was not injur- 1 made lo secure another truck cd included wrist and
matter
Melvin Breen, Allendale; Allan ed, was charged by deputies for the Arctic Mission erouo watches, radios, rings and cjg. ; Pole msula,(,,sSt.
George Bos and Mrs. Allen
Mayor
Nelson
Bosman
preTen
Eyck. Coopersville; John for having defective equipment Jousma said
arette lighters. The value of i A spokesmanat the Holland Waite, Jenison chairmen with
Council acknowledgedwith
Members of the mission group ,,ie recovered loot was not im- water plant opposite Tunnel Mrs. Robert DeMeester, vicethanks gifLs from the Hospital sided at the meeting which last- Crozier, Grand Haven; Mrs. and for failure to have safety
include Mr and Mrs. Manm mediately
Park said the plant switchedto th6jrman~
Auxiliary Board for new equip- ed less than a half hour. The in- Daphne Overway and Mrs. j chains on a wrecker,
ment for the hospital totaling vocation was given by the Rev. Marlene Jenkins. Hudsonville;
Den Bleyker of Holland and Police said entry to the build- en'ei genev electric generators
Special guest at the board
Gerald Postma of Maranatha Marvin Huyser. Jension;
g0^|es gorn
$26,600.
their three children. They have ing was gained by breaking a and 8aso ine druen Pumps. He meeting was Mrs. Jack ZoerThe gifLs include air condi- Christian Reformed Church. Boon, Nunica, and Cornelius , u ,, ,
been in ihe Alaskan mission window in a front door and •‘•a|d (tore was no interruptionin man, chairman of the “Send a
I Hoezee, Zeeland. Kenneth
Holland Hospital
tioning for nurseries, fracture,
.
field, whee they are teacher.-, reaching through to unlock the
10 ()Pcrall()n of ,be water sys- Mouse to College” project
Heuvelman, assistant superin- Qne
ancj
are at the Arctic Training Center door. Officers said the building
conducted
the Holland
eysto and recovery rooms,
Petition
indent for excepaonalchildren;,^ted as weekend births
$1,200; 100 M. A. Portable x-ray
for Eskimo and Indian Children,was entered about 4 a m. Satur- Consumers said other plants chapter of the Mothers of Twins
machine, $7,000; well counter Trik p/4 fpr
for about four
day and police were notified nlfectedby thn power outage Club. She related interesting
:f<’r
dlsn«- Holland Hospital
1 represents the total district.
(lab), $1,200; sound slide sysDen
Bleyker
is the son of Mr. about
four hours later
when
an included
Holland
Die Casting
& experiences
at the
t'l
j r
1 ,11.1
.
. | On Saturday it was a
......
.
...............
- .......
.......
......
...... - --.....
r- .............
- school
...... as
tern and camera for inservice
Ihe Board of Appeals tabled - Agency representmives
^avne korn to \jr anfj and Mrs. Martin Den Bleyker employe of a firm operating out Plating at 582 East Lakewood semblies presented and reported
route ] ;.nd his wife, the former Linda ,lf *to same building noticed the Blvd . and Chris-CraftCorp .thet $1,193.95 has been raised
education,$1,200; landscaping, one applicationand approved ting in the study are Robert N|rs
turn n t
^ki o r, TYDillenhach
1 n h r\( KntiHil TnmictriOC
.....
1 ’ r
$5,000;
_______ new light fixtures for ‘Y0,
of Kandu Industries, i
Ricmersma,is the daughter of broken door window.
100 Aniline Ave.
for cancer researchthrough the
1957 addition, $2,000; addition j o1Bbtln City Hall lasting over] Grand Haven, Kathryn Gtoene-^ ^ daughter. Tanya Jean, was , Mr, and Mrs. Al Rieraersma ol
education program they are preOfficers continued their investo nurses loan fund, $1,500.
senting. So far, Hudsonville and
'"ip
i
the, 0daw.a, C™n7 born on Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. ; 649 Butternut Dr.
tigation Monday and said there
Tabled for further study was Health Departmen ; Mrs. PhylHamstra, 300 West
The Dm Blevkers and five was a possibilitythe warehouse
Council also acknowledged a
Holland elementaryschools have
o(her fami|ies ln lhe Arctic Mis.
subscription to Life Magazine he appbea ion of Louis Padnos , is Harris o the Ottawa Associa-[St
been covered and West Ottawa
thieves may be connected with
for the hospital from Richard Iron and Metal Co. for install- 1 tion for Retarded Children, Ted
schools
are viewing the program
other recent breakins in the
this month.
Wooley, and books for Herrick ing machinery to receive junked! Huisman of Vocational Rehabilicity.
rp, .if
GRAND HAVEN — The Ot- A memorial plaque was orePublic Library in memory of automobiles and other ferrous tation, Mrs. Marilyn Swieringa
Mrs. William Westveer from metallic items turning the ma- of United Cerebral Palsy AssovlT
,awa
B»ard .of Super- sented to Mrs. Ray Berwald ol
is operated by Earl Van Mauvisors at its March meeting Grand Haven in memory of her
Dr. and Mrs. John Hollenbach, terials in three steps to fist- ; ciation; Donald J. Meindertsma
rick of 39 East 13th St.
Monday. March 9, will hear a husband’s service and dedicaMr. and Mrs. Alvin Vanderbush, sized metallic pieces for reuse of Juvenile Court Children's
by
the
steel
1 Services and Mrs. Fern Hartpreliminary report in connec- tion to the Ottawa County Unit,
Mr. and Mrs. Duffield Wade,
Approved were variances for I sock of the Ottawa County
tion with planning a new Hoi- He is a former unit president
Mrs. Hazel Hayes, and Mr. and
Set April Trial
Kenneth Potter for an addition i Community Mental Health Serland police and court building, and died in June, 1969.
Mrs. E. H. Norris.
Accepted as informationwas lo a produce building at 240 i vices.
At the February meeting it J Attending Monday’s meeting
After Jury Fails
Parents of Pfc. Jack A. Van
a report from the city manager East Eighth St. and Edgar
was
proposed that the district ^rom Holland were Leon Kleis,
Wieren, 20, were notified Monon letters he had sent persons Mosher for building a house on
court at Holland be removed Pres'denl; Henry Holthuis, treaday of the death in Vietnam
petitioning for sanitary sewer the northeast corner of 27th St.
from City Hall as it is now a SUreri Mrs. Eleanor Brunsell,
Feb. 28, of their son, apparently
and
Lawndale
Ct.
Setbacks
had
in Waverly Rd. and 16th St.
GRAND
HAVEN
—
The
jury
counly
court and that it be secretflry:Charles Kreun, Mrs.
by detonation of a mine.
by
advising that topographical been in question.
was unable to reach a verdict housed in the police building,j Dalman, Miss Emma Sand and
He was the son of Mr. and
conditions in that neighborhood
in Ottawa Circuit Court Thurs- : Sheriff’sdepartment could also j Dr. Arnold Dood.
Bar
After
Allegan
Sheriff
Forms
Mrs.
John Van Wieren of 1199
prohibit construction of a sewer
day in the trial of Phillip Beer- 1 have a branch office in the
Dan Vander Ark. Holland West 32nd St. and a former Senat a depth greater than 4 to 5 Narcotics Study Unit
Mattresses Burn at
ithuis, 35, of 323 Lane Ave , | buildingfeet if constructed along the
ALLEGAN — Expressingcon- Christian’s reserve basketball tinel newsboy.
Holland, charged .with receiving j Other routine business will
College Coed Cottage
Van Wieren, a 1968 Holland
route originally requested.He cern over use of narcotics,Alle- coach was knocked out by a
stolen goods. A new trail was 1 to placed before the board at
candy
bar
thrown
from
the
said engineering information gan County sheriffRobert WhitHigh graduate, was assigned in
set for April after the jury, lto meeting Monday, which
Holalnd firemen put out «
indicates a route from Eighth comb today announced forma- stands during the Maroons Dis- November to the 1st. Infantry
which deliberatedfrom 3 to opens at 1:30 p.m. William Ken- mattress fire at 12; 15 a.m. today
St. so'uth 2,500 feet would pro- tion of a special narcoticsin- trict contest with West Ottawa Division in Vietnam. He took
5:20 p.m, without result, was nedy of Allendale is chairman. at the French House at 254
vide service for the entire area vestigative unit in the depart- Monday evening in the West his basic training at Fort Knox,
dismissed.
College Ave., a cottage where
Ottawa gym.
and suggested petitioners cir- ment.
Ky., and left for Vietnam Nov.
BeerthuLs is a partner in a Train Blocks Roads
about a dozen Hope College
According to Clare Pott, Ath- 5, 1969.
culate a new petition covering Whitcomb said the unit would
Traffic across the railroad coeds are rooming. No injuries
metal company in Holland and
the recommended areas.
Survivorsinclude the parents
include himself and four deput- letic Directorof the Maroons,
was charged with receiving tracks at 120th Ave. and Lake- were reported.
Council granted permission ies who will receive special Vander Ark was going over to and three brothers, David,
scrap metal following the lar- wood Blvd. was blocked by a
Firemen said the ceuse ol
to Alvin Bos for using the Wind- schooling and in-service train- shake hands with Coach Jack Robert and Larry, all of Holceny of the metal from Grand train from 7:50 to 8:40 p.m. the fire may have been careless
mill Island trademark on pur- ing. He said part of the respon- Bonham of West Ottawa after land and maternal grandparHaven Brass Foundry last Aug- Saturday, according to Ottawa smoking and that the fire was
chases at Windmill Island. This sibility of the group will be to the game when this candy bar ents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
ust.
County sheriff’s deputies who confined to the mattresses and
trademark appears on the bags educate Allegan County youths came sailing down from high up Krikke of Holland.
Two Muskegon men were ar- learned from a conductor that a wall area but that smoke
of Windmill Island flour.
and adults to the dangers of in the stands and struck Vander
He is the 14th Holland serrested and charged with larceny the train had lost its air pres- damage was reported in other
Council received for study a narcotics.
Ark in the right eye.
viceman killed in Vietnam.
Pfc. Jack A. Van Wieren
of the metal.
sure in the brake system.
rooms of the two-story boose.
the construction of boat

the
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TWO

HOSPITALIZED - Two

\
*•

#

*x
^ -•
•

Miss Carolyn Rut
•

r.'O!

„

....

!
*

persons,

of 142nd Ave., skidded into the path of the

among eight injured in this two-car crash
Thursday at M-40 and 48th St., were

oncoming Primitivo Jimenez auto while
heading south on the M-40 curve. One of

admitted to Holland Hospitalwhere their

the seven persons in the Jimenez auto was
admitted to the hospital.

conditions ore reported good. Holland police
said a car driven by Glenn

A

8 Injured

Alderink, 19,

(Hollandpolice photo)

Mark 50th Anniversary

Two-Car

In

Mr. and Mrs. Asaph Tobert
announce the engagement of

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Redder
of route 3, Zeeland, announce
their daughter, Carolyn Ruth, to the engagement of their daughRobert Allen Charnin, son of ter, Beth Ann, to Carl Jon Van
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Charnin of Dam, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Van Dam of route 1 in HamilMiami, Fla.
ton.

Miss Tobert is a senior at

An August wedding Is being
Charnin planned.
graduated in social work from

Hope

College.

Mr.

He

of eight persons injured

30 p m were admitted to Holland Hospital where their conditions Friday were iLsted as
f>

good

eight tutors under the direction | u 0rs

Admitted with facial lacerations and a fractured nose and
cheek hone was Mrs. Sadie
Alderink. 56, of route 3. 142nd

of William

.

a passenger in

a

Ml
JMM

Miss Ruth Zwiers

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zwiers
of 780 East Eighth St., announce

time

of Christian fellowship.

The parents take turns providmg the refreshments.
Beginning now and continuing for four weeks, Fred
Leaske, school diagnostician,
will meet with the parents of

High school and college stu- the children during the catechdents, Anita Rediger, William ism session. Individual and cor, Ait0, Vicki Weiss, Jim Brink- porate needs and desires will

p.m. spiritual education is offered to those who are deaf,
perceptuallyhandicapped, culturally deprived, maladjusted,
speech handicapped, physically

handicapped

and

mentally

Dave

Chris Kazen,

Edyvean,

out the tutoring force.

handicapped.

Mr. Paarlbergstates that the

Robb Adams, Liz Gersbacher, tremendous growth of the
Charles McGill, Maryl Hage, program is due a great deal to
Holly Nelms, Deanna Burke, the enthusiasm reliabilityand
Sue Van Bruggen, Ilene Reeus cooperation of the tutors. Parand Joanne Hernberg round ent backup is also a vital part
of the strength.

A seminary team ministry Reformed and Christian Regroups now exist:
ter, Ruth, to Michael Reilly,son
consisting
of Ron Wiersma. Bill formed Church have formed the
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. preschooland elementary,and Bischoffand Don Plantinga governingboard.
junior
high
through
young
Miss Nancy Kay Grooters
Reilly of Denver, Colo.
build the curriculumof the senJohn Brinkman is chairman;
adults.
_ nVit un
okn,,, 'or section. William H. Vande- members are Lynn Ihrman,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman GrootHarold Grissen, Elsa Van
ers of Grand Rapids announce
of the story of ZaccZ pot on[
Reken, the Rev. John Housethe engagement of their doughby Hope College students in
^ ward,
Ivan Bosman and Bill
ter, Nancy Kay, to Edwin E.
one part of the church, while
^eglJ1f
^,ca„
Kleis, son of Mrs. Henry W.
others are role-nlavinffthe t0 worshlP by Mr- Paarlberg. Rhodes.

Holland police said the AiderInk auto, heading south on M-40,

apparentlyskidded while attempting to negotiate the curve
at 48th St., and collided with
the northbound Jimenez auto

Two main

^

n

:

^

143 feet south of 48th St.

Others riding in the Jimenez
auto and injured were Guadlupe
Jimenez. 24. multiple contusions
of the knees and elbows; Dorothy Diaz, 21; Isabell Diaz. 49.

Good SaLdtan” under he

Kleis of route 1, Holland,and
the late Mr. Kleis.

p

Songs are taught by Mrs. Ma;cia

^ “[l!

A short movie about the
catechism is available for

di>^Uo/ao7aWeas"ernUTherologLVa"de™el
says
groups to view. Visitors are
cal Seminary field students. a P^rn and, „a jfneTra'
Teacher soeeialists Marcia ^ presentedto all. Then each welcome on Thursday to see a

An

April 17 wedding is being
planned.

multiple lacerations of the legs;

and Juan

30

After each session, cookies
and punch are provided for a

man. Sam Simmons, Nancy be discussed.Pastors of the
At Third Reformed Church MacKenzie, Sue Vanderwel, children’schurchesare also enon Thursday nights from 7 to 8 Suzi Maxwell, Marcia Tiezzi, couraged to attend.

the engagement of their daugh-

ial abrasions,

the

tutors.

ture

PrimitivoJimenez, Jr., 1.

Paarlberg to

present 30 students and

car

the student’s level, with special
adaptations for his handicap.

Catechism classes for the | garet DeVoss. Margaret Rynhandicapped children of Hoi- brandt and Betsy Paarlberg,
assist Bill Paarlberg in the
land and vicinity have grown
supervision
iuper
of the program.
since the small beginningone Adults from the Hope Church
and one-half years ago, Novem- task force. Vida Harper, Isla
ber, 1968. The group has bios- Van Eenenaam, A1 Smith, Jan
somed from eight students and | Smith and Libby Hillegonds are

In a two-car crash along M-40
f-outh of 48th St . Thursday at

Ave

ed to the specific needs of the
child. The meaning of the lesson
is developed and reinforced at

Handicapped Children

planned.

driven by her son, Glenn A.
Alderink.19, of the same address. and Steven Jimenez, six
months, one of seven persons in
a car driven by Primitivo Jimenez. 22. of Fennville. Steven
suffereda possible skull frac-

(Sentinelphoto)

is currently enrolled at

Western TheologicalSeminary.
A May 23 wedding is being

Collision
Two

Reformed end Christian Reformed Churches.
The $200 was a special white gift offeringfrom
the Calvary Sunday School. Shown (left to
right) are Liz Gersbacher,member of the
tutoring force, Kathy Geenen, Brinkman,
Harold Grissen,treasurer of the governing
board, and Douma.

(extreme right) superintendentof Calvary
Reformed Church Sunday School, representing
the church, presents a check of $200 to John
Brinkman, (center) chairman of the governing board for special catechism classes provided for the handicappedchildren in Holland
and vicinity. The project is sponsoredby the

Classes in Catechism Given

Michigan State University in
1968.

GIFT FOR CATECHISM - William Douma

Mw

oil 4 owi nJ™ Mo . i
Witt his
student
Vanderwel,SrGad
Alderink, Mar- separa,es
(orindividual
inslruction
gear_

fac-

Diaz,

Mr. and Mrs Roy I. Raab
I. Raab. Market Street Methodist Church
were treated at the hospital and
released. All were from Fenn- route 1. Dorr, will observe their and are now members of the
ville.
ChristianMissionary Allicance
50th wedding anniversary March
Glenn Alderink suffered minor
Church. Hudsonville.
10. No special celebrationis
injuries. Jimenez was not inThe couple has two daughters.
planned.
jured
Mrs. Louis (Irene' Hoffman of
Mr. and Mrs. Raab. the for- Holland and Mrs. Lloyd Ethel)
Holland police continued their
mer Ulta Loew. were married George of Crystal, five grandinvestigation.
in 1920 by the late Rev. Har- children and three great-grandwood and have lived in and children. Mr. Raab also has one
around Salem township all their sister Mrs. Irwin Austin of
lives They have spent 47 years Rodney, and Mrs. Raab has
on their present farm. Both one brother, Dr. Earl Loew of
were active members of the Boston.

working example of

God’s

love.

23. a fractured right wrist. All

Mr. and Mrs. Roy

Philathea Class

Karin

day

With Family

teaching

Miss Dawn Ann Becksvoort

aides; a cook and a bus driver.

Mr

planned.

and Mrs. James Nienhuis,

These two centers are under
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Becksthe Head Start program, and 365 East 40th St., entertained
are on a year-round, full - day their children and grandchild-v0<,r, V°UtC 5' Hollanf'„:innounce the engagement of their
schedule.
ion with a dinner at Sirloin\il- daughter. Dawn Ann, to Mark
Arrangementsfor the open lage Saturday evening in cele- A. Francis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
house were made by Mrs. Clar- brat ion of their 40th wedding ! Arthur Francis of 574 Campbell
ence Hopkins. Mrs. Bernard
Rd., Douglas.
Center were the Mesdames
anniversary.
Mazurek, Mrs. Robert Cecil,
Nereida Lluna. Kathleen DateMr. Francis is a junior at
Attendingwere Mr. end Mrs
Michigan
ma, Barbara Simpson. Carla and Mrs. Willard Wichers Pour- James Sioel and family, Mr. Western
wefle.r.n
™cnlgan University
university
ers for the tea were Mrs. Carl
De Jonge, Rebecca Rivera, Selover,
Rnopr
k'raot
311(1 MlSS BocksVOOrt l.S 8 st’l*
and
Mrs
Roger
Kragt
and
fami
president of the Hope
Connie Swieringa, Dorothy Cedent nurse at Kalamazoo Prac
Church Guild, and Mrs. Lau- lv of Portage. Mr. and Mrs. tical Nursing College.
cil and Mary Gonzalez, and also
Ron
Nienhuis
and
family.
Mr.
rence Green, president of the
Frank Zepeda
Board for the Holland Day Care and Mrs. Ron Morley and famiThe Third Church Child Dely. Mr and Mrs Harlan Lub- Retired Dunmngville
Center.
velopment Center of the Holland
hers and daughter. Karen Nien- Farmer Dies at Age 72
Day Care Center. Inc., which
huis and Eugene Vugteveen
Marriage
Licenses
will open late in March, will be
Mr and Mrs Paul Nienhuis Thomas Cave. 72. of route
under the directionof Mrs.
Ottawa County
who reside in Sunnyvale, Calif., 3, Allegan, died Saturday in
Robert Cecil, excutivedirector
Roger L Luben. 25. Coop were unable to
Holland Hospital following a
of the Holland Day Care Cen- ersville. and Jeanne Ellen
Mr. and Mrs. Nienhuis will lingering illness.
retired
ter. Mrs. Willard Wichers is a Dressier, 21. Muskegon; James leave March 14 for California farmer, he was born in Chicago
representative on the Policy AdBrack. Jr . 19. and Linda where they plan to visit their and moved to the Dunningville
visory Committee of the Cen- Kluitenberg. 17. Holland; Stev- son Paul and family. They also area as a child,
ter.
en Langeak. 18, and Sally plan to fly to Hawaii before re- Surviving are his wife,
The new Center at Third Sutherlin. 16. Jenison.
turning
Josephine, and several cousins.

*

.

n .

~

home.

Miss Marion Shackson,chairof the program, introduced
Miss Karin Granberg, speaker
for the evening. Miss Granberg
was Holland’sCommunity Ambassador to Denmark last summer.
After a short orientation program in Vermont and acquiring a working knowledge of the
language, Miss Granberg left
for Denmark. She spent several weeks with a young Danish
couple. Her talk was illustrated

man

Mrs. Percy J.

Miss Carla Joy Slagh

Baldwin, 86, of 198 Central Ave.,

J.

Sankey

Succumbs at 77
GRAND HAVEN-WUliam

the St. Francis Xavier school
PTO, was a member of the St.
Francis Altar Society and the
American Legion and Purple
Heart Auxiliary in Grand
Rapids.
Surviving besides her daughter

J.

are three grandchildren;one
great-grandchild;
one brother,

Sankey, 77, of 9910 North 120th
West Olive, died Sunday John Jarecki of Grand Rapids;
at North Ottawa Community three sisters, Mrs. John (Mary)
Hospital where he had been a
Grainer of Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs.
patient for the past month. Born
Charles W. (Louise)Taylor of
in West Olive, he had been a
Seattle, Wash., and Mrs.
farmer there all of his life and Estelle Wenzel of Doryden,N.Y.
a substitute mail carrier on
West Olive route 2 for many
years. He was a member of Collide at Intersection
Harvin Zoerhof,61, of 1055
the United MethodistChurch of
the Dunes and a former Sun- Lincoln Ave., was cited by
Holland police for failure to
day School superintendent.
Surviving are his wife, Ruth; yield the right of way followtwo daughters, Mrs. Carl P. ing a collision at Pine Ave.
(Forest Ruth) De Vries of Cary, and Ninth St. Friday at 7:34
111. and Mrs. George P. (Fannie p.m. involving the car he was
M.L.) Simpson of Lee’s Sum- driving and one operated by
mit, Mo.; seven grandchildren; Rainer R. Jaesche, 25, of 259
three great-grandchildren;
two West 48th St. Police said Zoeraunts, Mrs. Emma Mouthaan of hof, northbound on Pine Ave.,
Muskegon and Mrs. Tressa was making a left turn when
VanderMolen of Fruitport and the collision with the southseveral nieces and nephews.
bound Jaesche car occurred.
Ave.,

on the north pier with cottages beyond Holland State Park
in the
(Sentinel photo)

background.

^

This would ba a significantachiavamantat any lima, and

It

is asptcially so in thaso days of advarsa criticismof th»
quality of radio/talavisionprogramming.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS, INC.
Gtneral Officti,Holland. Michiain

NEW PLAN
MAKES THE MONEY
YOU SAVE
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
If

you are self-employed, this unique State Farm

retirement plan offers interesting tax advantages.

Every dollar you put into the plan, up to a specified limit, is tax deductible, your earnings accumulate tax-free, and you can take your money out
on retirement. You decide what amount you want
to put aside, and make payments whatever time of
year is most convenient. I’d like to prepare a specific proposal for you. No obligation, of course.
Give

_

a call:

FARM FAMILY
INSURANCE
AGENTS

CHET

24 EAST 9TH

BOB

ST.

BAUMANN

FREERS

Ph. 396-1294

Ph. 392-8133

•Vl.,

......

me

YOUR STATE

.

4

atokiMaai iv:,. ,ra

(Otilda)

Mr. and Mrs. Jowan Slagh of died early Sunday at Holland
12720 Felch St., announce t h e Hospital. A former resident of
engagement of their daughter, Grand Rapids, she had been
Carla Joy, to Carl Langejans, living with her daughter,Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Earle M. (Xenia) Wright here.
Langejans of 1308 Graafschap She was a member of St.
Rd.
Francis Xavier Church, Grand
The couple plans an April Rapids, was past president of

William

at Holland channel. He captured these five persons walking

Foundationsaward in rocognition of Projoct Thank
You, a marathon broadcast in bahalf of our Gl's in Viatnam,

the business meeting.

Dies at Age 86

wedding.

pretty picture as this one taken by The Sentinel photographer using a zoom lens while standing on the south pier

staff

Hava won for tkair stationa Fraadom

Mrs. P.J. Baldwin

A

E

Packed snoy and ice floes pose a

WJBL

A chicken dinner was served
by Mrs. Henry Jackson and her
committee, Mrs. John Eshelman/Miss Esther Cranmer and
Mrs. Harold Souder.
Tables were decoratedin red.
white, and blue with white
mums. The next meeting will
be March 24 at the church with
Mrs. Clarence Nies as program
chairman.

; ~

attend.

TEMPTATION —

RADIO STVTION

with slides.

onrl

ICY

SALUTES

Kaepernik,president, conducted

Mrs. Josephine Tate of 1449.3
Baldwin St., West Olive, an
nounces the engagement of her
daughter, Pamela M. Fochtman,
to Donald R. Hield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman R. Hield of
1265 Marlene Dr.
A September wedding is being

Anniversary

bara Simpson; two

Ray Swank and Mrs. Herbert

Miss Pamela M. Fochtman

CenteratThird

Dinner Shared

DUTCHMAN

Managtr P»t# VindanBosch and

evening.

Devotions were led by Mrs.

Opens DayCare

Lluna. who is in charge of daily
operations; teacher. Mrs. Bar-

THE BIG

United Methodist Church Tues-

Open HouseTea

niversary of the Holland Da>
Care Center. Inc., and the birth
of the Third Church Child Development Center.
Friends visitedthe rooms and
viewed the work of the children, as well as the materials
and equipment with which the>
work Staff present to meet
families and friends and explain
the program of the Day Care

Granberg

The PhilatheaClass held its
regular meeting at the First

i

An Open House Tea Sunday Church will accommodate 30
afternoon,at Hope Reformed children and be staffed with a
Church, marked the fourth an- teacher-director. Mrs. Nereida

Hats Off!

HearsTalk By

_______

I

f

"X‘“ 1 STATE FARM

IlNIUlANCIj
I

LIFE INSURANCE
Home Office:

COMPANT

BliWMaing^p^ Tllln^jg
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ruggemJ ipping

Vows Said

in

Evening

Mrs. John Bos
(PoMer photo)

Bos-Bouma Ceremony 'Miss Mary Lou
Mrs. William A.

Wedding vows exchangedin
GraafschapChristianReformed
Church Friday evening united
Miss Carol Ann dipping and William Allen Van Bruggen. The
Rev. Bernard Den Ouden read
he rites and appropriate music
was by Mrs. Roger Becksvoort,
organist, and Mrs. Gayle Vande
Vusse, sister of the groom and

Van Bruggen
(Van Den Berge photo)
lace accenting the empire waist.

She wore a matching headpiece
and carried an arrangement of
mixed flowers.
The Misses Kathye and Sherri
Van Bruggen, sisters of the
groom, and Shirley Geurink,
bridesmaids, were gowned similarly to the honor attendant.
James Van Bruggen attended
soloist.
his brother as best man while
Parents of the couple are Mr. Bob Sandy was groomsman.
and Mrs. John G. dipping, 6104 Alvin and Ken dipping, brothers
146th Ave , and Mr. and Mrs. of the bride, ushered.
Neal Van Bruggen, 1902 32nd St.
The reception was held in the
For her wedding ensemble the church parlors where Mr. and
bride chose a floor-lengthgown Mrs. Howard Vande Vusse preof chantillylace in A-line styling sided as master and mistress of
with sculptured neckline and ceremonies. Sally Goeman reempire waistline accented with gistered the guests, Mr. and
a satin bow. She wore a chapel- Mrs. Bill Bon7elaar poured
length. double-tiered illusion punch and Barb Dunning, Gayle
mantilla and carried a cascade Hollenbeck,Kris Kreuger and
of miniature carnations and yel- Jan Van Laan arranged the
low sweetheartroses.
gifts.
Jane Schipper and Shirley
Following a Florida wedding
Becksvoortwere the bride'sper- trip, the couple will be at home
sonal attendants.
at 5904 142nd St.
Mrs. Jean Goeman was her
The bride is a graduate of
sister's matron of honor and Pine Rest School of Practical
was attired in a floor-length Nursing and the groom ir emgown of olive velvet with ivory ployed at Hart and Cooley.
I

Wed

to

Sellout
Mrs.

Thomas John Hindert
(Photo by Fred KleinhekseU

Miss Betty

Bouma and

sleeves edged with vemce
Miss Bonnie Kay Van Den A matching velvet hair bow and
lace Garlands of lace extended Beldt and Thomas John Hindert a yellow long-strcmmed rose
to the A-line skirt and a fan were married Friday at Overi- with yellow velvet ribbon comshaped train trimmed with lace sel Reformed Church in an 8 pleted her ensemble,
land. with Mrs Roger Shu- fell from a bow at the hack
ceremony performed by ushers were Dale Van Den
maker. the bride's sister, and waistline. The floor-length veil the Rev. John Ver
Beldt and Dale Borgman.
Duane Veldheer, the groom's of illusionwas held by a clusParents of the couple are Mr. A reception in the church
brother, serving as matron of ter of roses with petal’s accent- and Mrs. Floyd Van Den Beldt, parlor followed the ceremony
honor and best man, rcspective- ed by pearls. She carried a cas- route 3 and Mr. and Mrs. John with Mr. and Mrs. Don Van Den
!v
cade arrangement of miniature Hindert, route 4. Miss Linda Beldt presiding. Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman, organist accompanied Jerry Van Den Beldt were in
The Rev. Adrian J. N'ewhouse red and white carnations.
charge of gifts; Mary and Lee
officiatedat the 7 30 p.m ccreThe honor attendant and [the soloist, Wayne
mony and read the rites uniting bridesmaids.Miss Barbara Given in marriage by her Van Den Beldt poured punch
the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Schout and Miss Nancy Schout, father, the bride wore a full- and Joyce and Alvin Van Den
Junior Schout of 217 North Ot- wore floor-length.A-line dresses length empire gown of white Beldt attended the guest book,
tawa St,. Zeeland, and the son cf red velvet with princess velvet with Juliet sleeves of The couple left on a wedding
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Veld- seaming. Their headpieces were white organza and accents of trip to Traverse City,
heer of 352 North Michigan, Zee- of braided red velvet with veil- white lace and yellow chiffon 1 The groom is employed at
A matching velvet bow held her V and V construction,
land..
ing and they carried nosegay arshoulder-lengthveil and she car- 1 The rehearsal dinner was
Mis. Donald Klaasen was or- rangements of red and white
ried white feathered carnationshosted by the groom’s parents
ganist and Jay Vanden Bosch carnationswith white velvet
and yellow sweetheartroses on at their home,
was soloist Mr. Sellout gave his streamers.
a white
The bride was honored at
daughter in marriage and esTom Harrison and Roger Van
The bride's sister, Mrs. Linda showers given by Mrs. Junior
corted her down the aisle mark- Klompenberg were ushers.
Molter, was her only attendant. Hop and Mrs. Don Ebels; Mrs.
ed with hurricane lamps to the Groomsmen were Roger ShuShe wore a street-length gown Paul Urban; Mrs. Linda Molter
nuptial setting of ferns, tree maker and Steve Sytsma.
of gold-bronzevelvet also in and Mary Van Den Beldt; Mrs.
candelabra and arch candelThe newlyweds greeted guests empire style with accents of Don Von Den Beldt and Nancy
abra.
at a reception held in the church white and yellow lace on the and Donna De Witt and Linda
The bride wore a floor-length
basempnt for which Mr. and bodice and lone puffed sleeves.I Hoffman.
gown of Jakarta featuringan Mrs. Lawrence Veldheer served
empire bodice and mid-arm as master and mistress of ceremonies. Other attendants inU,
cluded Miss Pam Palmbos. Miss
Joyce Schout and Miss Sally
Veldheer, gift room; George
Schout, guest hook, and Miss
Mary Meeuwsen and Jim Maat,
punch bowl.
The groom Is employed with
John Thomas Batts, Inc., in
Zeeland, and the bride with Old
News Printcry in Holland. They
will make their home at 160^
West Main St., Zeeland.

Miss Mary Lou Sellout and Rohof, Calvin Bouma and Delbert
bert Veldheer exchanged solemn
Bos exchanged wedding vows Bos, ushers.
Friday evening before the Rev.
The bridal attendants were at- nuptial vows Friday evening in
Peter Vender Wiede in Jenison tired in empire gowns designed First Reformed Church, ZeeJohn

,

|

Christian Reformed Church, with pink crepe skirts and burMarian Poel was organist and gundy velvet bodices. Their
Norman Vredeveldsang
headpieceswere pink rosebuds
Parents of the bride are Mr. and miniature carnationsand
and Mrs. Aukie N. Bouma of each carried a bouquet of pink
Jenison, and the groom is the roses.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wynard
The reception was held in the
j

Bos, 45 Garfield, Zeeland.

Grandville Christian School
bride wore a floor-length where Mr. and Mrs. Norman
gown designed with lace bodice, Bos presided. Mr. and Mrs. Harbridal point sleeves, bouffant vey Bouma, Miss Patricia Bos
The

organza skirt and

detachable

lace-trimmed train which fell
from the shoulders. A lace and
pearl headpieceheld her elbowlength veil and she carried pink
and white rosebuds on a white

and Bruce Dykstra arranged
the gifts and Miss Linda QuiM
registered the guests.

The newlyweds will be
home

at

at 2477 Rhodora Dr., Zee-

land, following a Florida wedding trip.
The new Mrs. Bos is employAttending the couple were Patricia Bouma, sister of the bride ed at Keeler Brass, Grand Rapand maid of honor; Mrs. Ervin ids, and the groom is employed
Zeerip, Mrs. Alden Quist and at Herman Miller,Zeeland.
Miss Shirley Bouma, sisters of
Friday is called Fngg’s Day
the bride and bridesmaids;Jerry Bos, twin brother of the in Saxon, viernes in Spanish.
groom and best man; and Ervin Freitag in German and vendredi
Zeerip, John Bouma, James Ny- in French.
Bible.

1

pm

Hoog.

Tams.

’

Bible.

Vows Are Exchanged

Howard Sckolten

John Jipping, 67,

Of Drenthe Dies
Of Heart Attack
ZEELAND— John Jipping, 67.
Drenthe.(route 3, Zeeland) died
Thursday night in his home
following a heart attack. He
was a member of Drenthe
Christian Reformed church and
was employed by Parke-Davis
until his retirementtwo years
ago.

Surviving

are the

wife,

Audrey; a son, James of Byron
Center; a daughter, Mrs. Calvin
(Wilma) Zeerip of Zeeland; four
grandchildren; two sisters, Mis.
Henry G. Vruggink of South

Blendon

and Mrs. Herman

Berens of Holland; two brothers,
Joe and Harry of Hamilton.

ASWA Hears
Roscoe Giles
The Holland Chapter of the
American Society of Women Accountants held its regular meeting Tuesday in the Festival
of Hotel Warm Friend
‘‘Problems of the Consumer
Today" was the subject of a
talk given by Roscoe Giles,
chief administrativeofficer of
the Holland Chamber of Commerce. He suggested that at
times the consumer does expect
too much Ixi t also warned

and Mrs. Marinus Donze of 357 Christie of St. Joseph was the
James St. Sunday, Feb. 15, groomsman, and ushering the

against fraudulent advertising or

during a

Room

Mrs.

Howard

Miss Sonya Sue Arnoldink became the bride of Howard Allen
Scholten Thursday at 8 p.m. in
First Reformed Church of Allendale when the couple exchanged marriage vows before
the Rev. Peter Muyskens.

Allen Scholten

bow trimmed with Venice lace
and she carried a ball of red
and white roses.
Gowns

of the bridal attendants

were fashioned of red velvet
with empire waists and bishop
Mr. sleeves trimmed with match-

Parents of the couple are
and Mrs. Alfred Arnoldink and ing red satin. Their headdressMr. and Mrs. John Scholten of es were fashioned of small red
bows and each carried a colonAllendale.
Wedding music wa? provided ial bouquet of red and white

by Mrs. Ken Heuvelman,organist, and Mrs. Ken Stocks,

flowers.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Wei-

'

coffee.

Following a northern honeymoon the newlyweds will retachabletrain. The floor-length side at 1295 North White St.,
veil was secured by a white Grand Rapids. cuffs of the bishop sleeves. Ruffles edged the neckline and de-

'

of South pieces.
Bend, became the bride of Marinus
Ernest Lindstedt

George C. Donze, son of Mr.

5 p.m

candlelighl

Donze Jr. served as

his brother's best man.

guests were John

Thomas

Lindstcdt,

deceit. The consumer should ceremony in the New Apostolic brother of the bride, Edward
check for bargains and at the Church of South Bend with the Hab, William Meyer and Gary
same time be aware of his part Rev. Erwin Wagner of Water- Vanderbeck. David Myers was
in any contract between buyer loo, Ont.,
the ring bearer.
and seller.
The bride's gown was of dul- A reception was held in the
Mr. Giles gave rules, also cette satin and beaded alencon Morris Inn. Guests were greetgiven by the Consumer Buying
lace, featuring a blouson bodice ed by the couple and their
Guilde, including buy from re
and long sleeves. The satin parents,
liable businessmenor check the
formed the collar, cuffs, dome The groom attended Central
business out; don’t shop fer
skirt and chapel train. The bal- Michigan University, Mt. Pleasprice alone read advertisements
lerina veil and blusher was a ant, and has served in the Air
carefully; learn to recognize an
lace cap with pearls and cry- Force. The couple will reside
honest businessman;be wary of
bargains too good to be true stals. She carried an Ewardian at 1820 Campeau, South Bend,
northern honeyand take contracts seriously.He clutch bouquet of gardenias following
and
moon.
was introduced by Esther BareAttendingher cousin as maid
man.
The president of the chapter, of honor was Miss Kim Hoff- Firemen Answer Alarm
Hannah Jipping,reminded mem- man. The bridesmaid was Miss
An apparent malfunction in an
bers of the Eastern Regional Debbie Rumpf, and Lisa Van- automatic sprinkler system at

officiating.

denaar were master and missoloist.
Attending the couple were tress of ceremonies. The reMiss Sally Arnoldink as maid ception was held in the Comof honor; Mrs. John Meyer, The mons building of Grand Valley
Misses Laurie Arnoldink and State College with Miss Laurie
Glenda Scholten as bridesmaids; Broene and Mike Snapper preMiss Jayne Arnoldink, junior siding at the punch bowl; Miss
bridesmaid;Don Scholten, best Karen Raak, Miss Celia Arens,
man; Terry Vissers, John Miss Carol Blauw and Miss SNOW DERBY WINNERS - The Heritage
Council of the Calvinist Cadet Corps held its
Scholten and Ken Wallinga, Ruth Demarest in charge of the
annual Snow Derby competitionFeb. 15. A
ushers and Roger Scholten, jun- gift room and Miss Karen Weidenaar, Miss Kathy Boeve and y total of 18 teams competed for trophies in the
ior usher.
For the occasion the bride Miss Vicki Nienhuis presiding senior and junior divisions.The teams, comchose a white floor - length vel- over the guest book. Ruth Hoiprised of four to seven boys, were judged on
vet gown with Venice lace trim- stege and Ann Luteyn served
their conduct during the competition and their

ming and empire bodice and

Mrs. George C. Donze
Miss Terry Sue Lindstcdt, trim. Triple bows and blushers
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. donned their matching head-

knowledge and practicalapplication in the
areas of compass reading,knot tying, first
aid, /ire building, tent erection end field
signals. The senior division winners (top) from
North Street Christian Reformed Church, Zee-

stephanotis.

land, are (standing,left to right) Glenn Blauw-

kamp, Howard Gruppen, counselor; Larry
Gruppen, team captain; Jerry Redder, counselor and Lyle Van Klompenberg. Kneeling
left to right are Rick Johnson and Scott
They accumulateda total of 174 points
out of a possible 210. The junior division winners from the First Christian Reformed
Church, Zeeland, (bottom)with a total of 152
points are (left to right) Roddy Scholten, Mark
Volkers, Don Karsten, team captainj Clifford
Kragt, counselor and Carl Jager.
Sluiter.

Conferenceto be held in Cleve- derbeck, the groom’s niece,
land April 30 to May 2. She was the fiower girl.
The attendants wore skimmer
also read en invitationfrom the
Grand Rapids chapter to attend gowns of pale pink chiffon and
its public relationsdinner March s^tin over taffeta. The gowns
7.
were styled with* ring collars,
Miss Wilma Beukema gave long illusion sleeves and a flythe invocation .
ing back panel with braid
‘

\

a

American Aerosols Inc., 636
East 40th St., touched off an
alarm that summoned Holland
firemen at 10:56 a.m. today.
Fire officials said \here may
have been some sjight water
damage to the plai
a sprinkler head was activated.
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Sunday School

6,

1075

World Leadership

Engaged

Lesson

On

Sunday, March 8
The Cost of Following Jesus

Mark

lot is not

given the words, ‘‘Price has

Butler
Editor and Publisher

deny

self

"We can
sympathizewith
i sym

Suanne Cook to David

COMMITTEE MEETS— Area

chairman, Mrs. Ray Wegenveld (seated left
to right) end standing (left to right) Mrs.
Roger Brunsell, executive director; Mrs.
Carl Van Raalte, publicity;and Mrs. Edward

captains and
volunteers for the annual 1970 Cancer Crusade met at the home of Mrs. Andrew Dalmen, volunteer chairman,to discuss plans for
the annual event scheduled in April. Shown
here are the chairman, Mrs. Dalman; a co-

planned.

a

missionaryto Nigeria for nearly 40 years will Be the speaker
at the Women’s World Day of
Prayer meeting here Friday at
1:30 p.m. at the CommunityReformed Church.

Barber said the United States
(Sentinelphoto)

Begin Plans for Annual

"I say the United States is
doing a much better job than
the ' commentatorsindicate.
Some emphasize a gloomy picture saying the Uglv American
has been replaced by an Ugly
America, but thir is not so.
Taking over a role of world
leadership happened - quickly
for America and your country
probably regrets it has no un
derstudy.”

Page, also a co-chairman.

has been conditionedby

his-

tory over two centuries for its
leadership role and has chang-

souls.
satisfac-

A.

Weller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Weller of Muskegon
Heights. She is the daughter of
Mrs. Earl G. Bolks Sr., 14315
Tyler St., and Kenneth D. Cook
of Kalamazoo.
A summer wedding is being

002-2:111.

Wealth does not give

Day

,

Telephone

“RIGHTS FOR ALL”
We have had reams of

Women

you," the English news correspondent said, "because we have
been on this particular obstacle
course ourselves. England was
Mrs. Smith was sent out by
a world ruler for a cerfturyup
to the 1930’s and this does not the Ninth Street Christian Reformed Church in Holland and
make a nation popular."
has spent much time in teachBarber said it has become
ing and providing literaturefor
rather fashionable in the UnitBible lessons and Sunday school
ed States to suggest it is very
Miss Suanne Cook
unpopular in the world, but he
believed this was greatly exAnnouncement has been made aggerated, particularlyby comof the engagement of Miss mentators on tv.

means to say "no"

f

Zeeland

the

one,"'

of the London Daily Telegraph.

to self which is not easy, and
to say “yes” to Jesus— to de-

throne self and to enthrone
502-X1H
New* Items
Jesus as Lord.
Advertising
:»'12-23ll
Subscriptions
Cross-bearingimplies sacrificing
for the sake of Jesus.
The publishershill not be liable
for any error or errors in printing Only the Christianbears a
any advertisingunless a proof of
•uch advertisingshall have been cross. Some Christians lose
obtainedby advertiser and returned friends because they are beby him in time for corrections with
such errors or collectionsnoted lievers,others jobs, some opplainly thereon and ir such case portunities, others business.
if any error so noted is not cor- The person who is unwilling to
lected publishers bablity shall not
exceed such a portion of the make sacrifices for Christ is
entire cost of such advertisement unfit for discipleship.
as the space occui led by the **rror
2 Those who want to save
bears to the whole spice occupied
their lives will lose it. Those
by such advertisement
who are willing to lose their
TERMS OK SI BSl RIPTiOS
One year, S6 IK. six months, lives for the sake of Christ
i 50 three months $175. single will save their lives. It is not
copy, 10c USA and possessions
subscriptionspavahle in advance unusual for men who want maand will be promptly discontinued terial success to die inside.
if not renewed
Some people are busy trying to
Subscriberswill confer a favor
by reportingpromptly i.ny irregu- gain the whole world and in the
larity in delivetv. Write or phone process they are losing their

a happy

Woman’s Literary Club was List Prayer
told Tuesday by Stephen BarMrs. Nolle Breen Smith,
ber, Washington bureau chief

The Horn* of tile
gone up again," often follow.
Holland City New*
Published every The cost of following Jesus is
\Thursdny by the the same as it ever was.
j Sentinel Prirting Co.
I. Discipleship costs. "Whosof Office. 5t • 56 West
Eighth Street Holland, ever will come after Me, let
Michigan.-0*2.1
him deny himself, and take up
Second class postage paid at
his cross and follow Me." To
Holland. Michigan

A

Briton Says

or not, she is the policeman of
the world and a policeman’s

C. P. Dame
are a cost-conscious peo-

ple. "How much is this article
now?’* After the price has been

W.

hrust

"Whether America like* it

8:34-38; Luke 14:25-33

By

We

U.S.,

T

Zeeland High

ed direaions many times in
brings
the last 25 years. The Truman
copy disillusionment. It can't mend
Lists
doctrine which launched the
from editorial writers, all of broken hearts nor can it give
Marshall Plan aimed to contain
whom have suddenly become salvation and its joys nor eterMrs. Nelle B. Smith
Society
Communism,
and its first serconstitutionalexperts, well-quali- nal life. Timely indeed is the
ious collision was Korea, "someThe following students were
fied to judge what went on in question, “Or what shall a
Plans for the 1970 Cancer visited.
papers in the Hausa language.
thing we regarded as a draw/"
.Judge Hoffman'scourt. They man give in exchange for his Crusade were begun in the
Mrs.
distributed elected by the Faculty of Zeepecial music will be providBarber said.
i working materials and
dis- land High School to the Nationhave pleaded for the rights of soul?” Pricelessindeed is a Holland area.
ed by Mrs. Bernard Berghorst
Then followed a period of re- and Mrs. Edward Berghorstof
Mrs. Andrew Dalman, volun cussed organizational details of al Honor Society. Seniors have
the seven men on trial and have man's soul. Our age ought to
traction and the Eisenhower re- the Free Methodist Church.
teer chairman, was hostess at the crusade.
completed the seventh semestold us that all our rights are on learn this fact.
turn to a sort of status quo with Women from six of the ll
Among those attending were ter and juniors have completed
3. Jesus demands first place. a luncheon in her home last
trial We won't argue the point.
John Foster Dulles’ massive churches in Zeeland will partiMrs.
Dalman's
co
chairmen,
Although
the
Lord
praised
the
Thursday
to
volunteerss
who
the
fifth
semester
of
high
They may be right And besides
retaliation doctrine, to be fol- cipate in the prayer time. The
we would like to call attention family He said that He must are serving as area captains Mrs. Ray Wagenveld and Mrs. school.
lowed by Kennedy’s flexible theme will be the same as the
Students are selected accordto a few other people who have be put first. If a person puts and in other phases of the Edward Page; Mrs. Roger
response
which proved success- proposed internationaltheme
Brunsell.
executive
director
of
his
family
before
Jesus
he
cancampaign.
Weeks
of
preparaing to their character, leaderhad their rights invaded, and
ful in the Russian confrontation
"Blessed Is the Nation Whose
they haven't been in the court not be a disciple. Jesus com- tion will reach a climax in Ottawa County Unit; Lee Kleis, ship, scholarship and service.
over Cuba.
God Is the Lord.” The offering
room, though they would like mands us to hate those dearest April, when scores of local vol- president of the County Unit, Approximately 15 per cent of
Miss Lois Elaine Kuipers
“But flexible doctrineslead will be given to the local Hands
to us if they seek to lure us unteers will join others through- and Mrs. Carl Van Raalte of the senior class and five per
to have their day in court.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kuipers of to confrontations and got us organization and Scriptures
We are thinking of the business from Him. And he must hate out the nation in the annual the publicity committee.
cent of the junior class attain
route 2, Quincy St., announce into trouble in Vietnam. U. S. Unlimited.
places in Berkeley, Chicago, himself also. Today we should Crusade of the American Can- Captains attending were Mrs. this honor.
was resentfulthat other naLeon Van Huis, Mrs. Jack Van
Evanston, Washington,Los An- take seriously the costly de- cer Society.
Seniors elected as juniors are the engagement of their daughMrs. Irven Jungling will be
tions did not respond, and at
Fleet,
Mrs.
Robert
De
Neff,
Mrs.
Dalman
emphasized
mands
of
Jesus
and
accept
ter,
Lois
Elaine,
to
Donald
J.
geles, Santa Barbara,and many
Pat Bennett, Charles De Free,
the presiding officer.
the time nothing could have
that, along with raising money Mrs. Con Boeve and Mrs. Wilothers our readers could men- them.
Ronald Dozeman, Jane Dyk- Essenburg,son of Mr. and Mrs.
been done to dissuade Mr.
liam
Wiswedel.
all
of
Holland;
for
important
research
and
aid
4. Discipleship calls for an
tion. They have had their winstra, Dan Flaherty,Bonnie Martin Essenburg of route 1,
Johnson and his advisers. The Fire
appraisal.
Jesus
uses
two
illus- projects, the Crusaders are Mrs. Keith Dadd, Park town96th
Ave.,
in
Zeeland.
dows broken, their stores inPost. Marylee Vanden Heuvel,
dedicated to the reaching of all ship; Mrs. Gene Dams, HolMiss Kuipers is a graduateof change from massive retaliavaded. their customers scared trations to teach that it was
Barbara Watt and Mike Zylpeople
with
information
about
land
township;
Mrs.
Jake
JaCalvin College and Mr. Essen- tion to flexibleresponse spawnand their rights forgotten.If one necessary to count the cost of
stra.
becoming
a
disciple. He tells cancer. Volunteers are current- cobsen and Mrs. Herman Smeyburg is a graduate of the Re- ed questions all over the world
must have examples of the loss
Seniors elected this year are
on what the U. S. really would
about a man who planned to ly preparing crusaders’ kits ers, Olive township. Mrs. Leonformed Bible Institute.
of security offered by constituMary Boers, Suzanne Bouwens,
which
include
educational
pamard
Schneider
of
Port
Sheldon
build a tower in his vineyard.
A summer wedding is being do, and it led to the break with
tional government, these might
Betty Brouwer, Linda Buter,
de Gaulle.
The sensible thing to do is to phlets to be left at each home was unable to attend.
planned.
Holland - Suco Color Co.,
be used as examples.
Marilyn Compagner, Laurie El“We are not concerned with Division of Chemetron Corp.,
count the cost before beginning
Doesn't anyone speak for the
zinga, Gloria Gorter, Sharon
the party in power in the United held a banquet Saturday night
to build lest he begin and disBank of America1 Of course it
Meengs and Scott Piers.
States but I think President at Point West honoring the
cover that he can't finish the
is rich But do rights stop at the
Others elected are Sally RedNixon’s new stance on low pro- employes who are members of
job, and people make fun of
point where a man or corporader, Marilyn Ringia, Randy
file replacing confrontation with the Company's Fire Brigade.
his shortsightedness. The other
tion has wealth1 Who steps in
Sweet, Jan Van Dussen, Peggy
negotiations no longer sees two
illustrationis that of a king
The banquet marked the
when a man loses his job be- who before he starts a war
Van Huis, Peggy Van Kley,
supra nations at opposite poles,
fourth
anniversaryof the Fire
cause he won't work on Sunday make sure of his resources.
Mark Van Netten and Mike
or on a collision course. The
Robert Palma, instructor in
Fifteen Hope College faculty
Brigade which is composed of
because of religiousconvictions1
Wyngarden.
United States and Russia can
Note the words of Jesus:
religion, for partial support of
employes representing all three
And who takes up his case in “So likewise, whosoever he be members have been awarded
juniors elected this year are
now discuss the Middle East
research
in
medieval
theology
summer
grants for study and
shifts.
the press1
Terry Bartels, Susan Bazan,
situation much as parents talkof you that forsakethnot all researchprojects, Dr. Morrette in Scotland.
Lt. Fred Pathuis of the HolConstitutionalguaranteesapply that he hath, he cannot be
Peggy Bennett, Lois Boer, Raning about their teenage chil.
Dr. Daryl Siedentop, assistant
Rider, dean for academic afland
City Fire Departemnt has
to all segments of society, but My disciple.” Jesus does not
dall Brinks, Michael Jacoby,
dren. This multi-polarization
professor of physical education,
fairs, announced today.
when they are applied unequally compromise.
Dick
Kamps,
Nancy
Prince
has
risks and there is no neat been training the employes
The college annually makes for study in perceptual-motor and David Pyle.
each month to prepare the brithey became somethingless than
t;pV triangulation," Barber said.
learning in a workshop clinic
awards
to
faculty
members
for
constitutional guarantees. This
Members of the Zeeland Liter- gade to handle any emergency
summer study or researchthat in California.
ary
Club were guests of the which may arise in the plant.
has been true in the past when
David Smith, instructor in Marriage Licenses
will help them in their growth
certain segments of our society
Holland
club. Weather condi- The training helps make the
art, for partial support of a
Ottawa County
as
scholarly
teachers.
Pilot
did not receive their rightful retions had impeded the speaker’s employe more alert and aware
study to be undertaken in LonPhillip A. Law, 18, and
Dr.
Hubert
Weller,
associate
flight schedule and for a time of possible hazardousconditions
gard as members of the comdon involving the interviewing, Georgia Ann Meyer, 19, Grand
professor of Spanish, has been
it appeared a film would be which are eliminated before
munity. It can also be true when Tell of
photographingand transcribing Haven; Stanley Dale Hamstra,
an emergencycan develop.
designatedthe recipient of the of these experiencesin relation
substituted.
we fail to take into consideration
21, Holland, and Diane Kay
This
week
members
of
the Simon D Den Uyl award which
Mrs. Robert De Nooyer, club
Cliff Cuneo is plant manager;
the rights of banks, superto trends in creativity.
Barker, 21, Belmont; Alvin Maypresidnt, called attention to the R. C. Oudersluys, production
markets and department stores Holland Exchange Club were is a $1,000 grant presented to
Dr. Ralph Ockerse, associate nard, 26, and Gisela Trickle, 21,
Miss Karen Lucille Snyder
club’s annual Attic Specials manager; R. S. Wes, employe
simply because they must ar- privileged to hear an address a teacher who has shown mark- professorof biology, for par- Holland; Didmas Williams,38,
Friday, March 13. Mrs. Albert relations manager and Don
range to replace their damaged by an Air Force pilot who is ed distinction in his teaching tial support of faculty-student and Kay Dutmer, 34, Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Snyder
the only living man to bail out and who presents a study proplaces of businessor go out of
research on the interaction be- Haven; Charles Rexford, 31, of 134 Spruce Ave. announce the Timraer, chairman of the ne- Lewis, plant engineer,of the
of a jet plane flying at a speed posal of considerable scope.
crology committee, paid tribute Holland Suco plant in Holland.
business.
tween plant hormones.
Muskegon, and Saundra J. Lee, engagement of their daughter,
of 500 knots. The speaker,
The award is presented an- Dr. Donald Williams, assoto two members, Mrs. Irma
Freedom is always a fragile
The Fire Brigade was first
27, Spring Lake; Daniel Lee Karen Lucille, to John Oonk,
James DeVos, was introduced nually by Simon D Den Uyl.
matter. So is civilization.And
ciate professor of chemistry, for Knoll, 18, and Linda Sue Tram- son of Mr. and Mrs. James Swanson, a relative newcomer organized in 1966 by the diviby Robert Hall.
chairman of the board of the partial support in faculty-stuwho died Feb. 13 in Oceanside, sion’s former safety director,
to write and speak on the constimell, 18, Holland; Felix Bennie Oonk, 147 Scotts Dr.
Mr. De Vos gave some de- Bohn Aluminum and Brass Co.
dent research in biochemical Mroz, 23, Detroit, and Marilyn Miss Snyder is a freshman at Calif., and Mrs. Henry G. Pel- Henry Parks, now safety cotution as the defender of our
tailed information of the mechDr. Weller plans research on and catalytic systems.
grim, longtime member who ordinator for the entire Chemifreedom calls for a writing and
Kay Cooper, 19, Holland; Don- Houghton College, Houghton,
anics of a jet especially those the Peruvian poet Rafael de la
Dr. Wilson Strand, assistant ald Cogar, 20, and Susan Bel- N.Y., and Mr. Oonk is a senior died Feb. 20.
cals Group. Parks was also in
speaking that is broad and inparts which function when a Fuente Benavides, a continuaIn a ballot election, all offi- attendance.
professor
of history, for arch- knap, 16, Holland.
clusive.
at
Hope
College.
pilot finds it imperativeto bail tion of a project initiated under
cers were reelected. They are
aelogicalresearch in Cyprus
During the meeting fire exout. In his case the control of a Ford Foundation grant.
Mrs. De Nooyer, president;
as related to course offerings
tinguishers for home use were
the
speed
did
not function and
Dr.
Elton
Bruins,
assistant
Mrs. G. S. Mackenzie,first vice
Rites Set
at Hope
given as prizes to Anthony
he had no choice.
professor of religion,has been
president;Mrs. Thomas De
Bakker, Earl Brown, A1 Vanden
Free, second vice president,
For
Israels PiloLs receive intensive train- presented the Julia Reimold
Brink and Dave Roelofs.
ing in how to land in any situa- award which is a $500 grant
Mrs. John Schutten,recording
Brigade captains are Les
secretary;Mrs. William Van’t
Funeral services for Egbert tion. Bombers on a mission awarded to a member of the
have
several
planes
flying faculty whose proposal best of- Trustees
Riemersma,
first shift; John L.
Hof,
corresponding
secretary,
Israels. &5, of 299 West 20th
above them to act as a protec- fers effective expression of
Mrs. John Heyboer,' treasurer. Wilson, second shift; Bud Cook,
St., who died Tuesday in Fort
Directors are Mrs. Nelson Bos third shift, and Gordon WeighLauderdale.Fla., when he was tive cover and when a pilot those spiritual and cultural
bails out follow him to his land- values which motivated the
man, Mrs. Robert Van Zanten, mink, general foreman, is fire
spending the winter, will be
ing.
The board ot trustees of Restfounder of Hope College, Dr
and Mrs. Harold Thornhill,two- marshal.
held at 1:30 p.m. Friday at the
The speaker had slides show- AlbertusVan Raalte.
haven Patrons, Inc. met Tuesyear terms, and Mrs. James Other members of the bri
Dykstra Funeral Chapel with
ing
the
care
given
him
after
Dr.
Bruins
plans
to
conduct
day
in the board office at
gade are J. De Vries, J. Moor
Heerspink, one-year term.
the Rev. Paul Robinson of
landing.He said that up to research on the Americaniza- Resthaven.
ed, D. Van Slooten, J. Baltazar
First United Methodist Church
date they have rescued 1900 tion of a Dutch immigrant con- The secretary reported that
N. Kuipers, B. Johnson, D
officiating. Burial will be in
air crew men. All service men gregation.
since the last meeting he had
Roelofs, G. Emmick, R. Bou
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
in active service know why they
Thirteen (acuity members received and turned over to the
dreau,
B. Wilson, L. Smith, A
Mr. Israels, who was born in
are there, also what has to be have been awarded grants from treasurer, $1,040.
Dies
in
Vanden
Brink, B. Norwood, C
The Netherlands, was a retired
done and they do it. They are the Matthew J. and Anne C.
The treasurer reported a balJohnson, F. Myrick, R. Oet
plasterer He was a member
real true Americans, he said. Wilson trust fund. Many of the ance in the current fund of
KALAMAZOO — Mrs. Henry man, J. Frazier, J. Castaneda
of the First United Methodist
President Dale Van Lente awards are for joint student- $1,935.74. This was achieved by
Vanden Bos, 67, the former A. Bakker, E. Brown. C. Gar
Church.
announced that the date for the faculty projects. Receiving transferring nearly $7,000 from
Ella Lawrence, daughter of the brecht, and D. Haverdink.
Survivingaer his wife, Fran- annual Ladies Night is April 14. awards were:
late Mr. and Mrs. William
the building fund. The building
The brigade is presently unces; two sons. Robert J. of
Lawrence of Holland, died at
Dr. Michael Doyle, assistant fund balance is $12,108.84. Total
der the direction of Larry
Lighthouse Point, Fla. and
her home here Wednesday,
I professor of chemistry,for spent so far on the Resthaven
Vliem, Safety Coordinator of
Roger L. of Fort Lauderdale;
following a ‘lingeringillness. She
partial support as a principal addition is $432,820.79.A total
the
Chemicals Group, Manufacsix grandchildren:five brothwas a graduateof Holland High
investigator with two students of $253,500 has been loaned.
turing
Division, Chemetron
ers, Henry, John Gerrit and Dies at
77
School and Kalamazoo College.
in the area of fundamentalproThere are two new residents;
Corp. in Holland.
Joseph, all of Holland, and
Survivingare her husband, a
FORT
Fla.
cesses of reaction intermed- two others have been hospitalPeter of Jenison and a sister, Martin Hoezee, 77. former resison, Dr. Lawrence Vanden Bos
ized and one has died during
iates.
Mrs. Grace Kars of Holland.
and three grandchildren,of Lakeview School Holds
dent of Hudsonville, died here
Dr. Edward Ervin, assistant the last month.
Rolling Hills Estates, Calif.; a
professor of biology, for a
Sunday at his home.
The annual election will be
Its Annual Fun Night
brother Lewis Lawrence of St.
Surviving are his wife, Jennie; joint faculty-studentresearch held this month and the annual
Girl Scouts Form
Joseph; an aunt, Mrs. Arie The annual Lakeview School
a son Henry of Wyoming; six project on Phloem Develop- meeting has been set for
New Junior Troop
Waltman of Holland and several Fun Night was held Friday from
grandchildren,12 great-grand- ment in Monocotyledons."
April 7.
nieces, nephews and cousins.
children; three brothers,Ren
Dr.
Francis Fike, associate
5 to 8 p.m. Co-chairmen were
A new venture for Zeeland
and Peter of Hudsonvilleand professorof biology, for parMrs. H. Jennings and Mrs. J.
Girl Scouts will begin Thursday
Pollock.
Dick of Zeeland and a sister, tial support in research of the Evert
Two
Area
Hospitals
afternoonwith the formationof
tundra and boreal forest in
Chairmen for the booths were
List Three Births
a special education .Junior Mrs. Jacob Hop of Zeeland.
Dies at
Canada.
the
Mesdames C. Van Krimpen,
troop.
Dr. Lynn Hoepfinger, assisTwo girls and one boy were R. Mahaney, F. Ferketic,R.
Evert (Ed) Zagers, 72, of 707
Girls in the special educatant professor of chemistry for West 32nd St., died Friday evelisted as the births in Holland Trask, B. Ward, B. Williams,
tion room at Lincoln school,
partial support of research in ning at Pine Rest Hospital in
Hospital and the Community H. Visscher, D. Smith, J. Bonzeand other girls who would be
at
Vitamin C relevant to bio-chem- Cutlervillewhere he had been a
Hospitalof Douglas Saturday. laar, R. Houtman, B. Van Dyke,
in the fourth, fifth and sixth
Funeral services were held istry courses taught at Hope. patient since Jan. 8. He was a
A son, Steven A., was born W. Turpin, T. Kooiker, E. Dougrades are invited to attend here Monday for Mrs. Lena
Miss Marjorie Hull, instruc- life-longresident
•* of this artja
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. James ma, I. DePree, P. Romano, R.
the first meeting to be held Lievense, 85, widow of Jacob tor in French, for study in adand was a retired fruit grower
Van Huis, 736 Saunders Ave., De Wilde, R. Sage, C. Vander
from 3 until 4:30 p.m. Thurs- Lievense, formerly of 4 West vanced conversationalFrench
PRESENTS HONORS— Robert Grondin of Hamilton did the • in Holland Hospital Born today Kolk, C. Verway, D. Rohlck, C.
and also had been employed at
day in Mrs. Bonzelaar’sroom. 16th St., who died Thursday in several European centers.
honors when Weldon Rumery, Allegan county fair board
was a daughter, Heidi Lynn, to Cuneo, D. Klein, H. Poll, J. C.
the Holland Honey Cake Co.
president, was presented with the "Friend of 4*H” award at
Mrs. Lee Schuitema will be in a South Haven rest home.
M. Harold Mikle, . associate before his retirement.
Mr. and Mrs. Meredith Nien- Patter,» H. Stroop,
---- r j W. Hoffmeyj
the annual awards meeting of the Allegan County 4-H Service
the leader of the troop. Badge Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. professor of communication, He was a member of the
huis, 488 Rose Perk Dr.
er, E. Helbing,
ling, G.
G, Cunningham,
~
work and camping skills will George Svoboda of Springfield, for partial support of a study Maple Avenue Christian Reform- Club. The award was presentedin recognition of the role
In the Community Hospital of R. Arthur and C. Howell.
played by the fair in the county’s 4-H club program. Thirtybe geared to the girls’ abili- Ore.; six grandchildren, and to be conducted in Great Bri- ed Church.
Douglas Friday a daughter, Special
• —
—•WWW were perm
services
one new members joined the service club at the meeting.
ties. Trips and camp outings two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Michlas tain of the British Parliamen- Surviving are a brother, PetHaley Lorene, was born to Mr. formed by Mrs. M. Dyke, R.
will also be included in the Dykhuis of Overisel and Mrs. tary debating programs of Ox- er of Holland and several
Hamilton High School Principal Stuart Ellens was the speakand Mrs. Harlis Cross, route 1, Rasmussen,
-------- ----- J|F#Wi
H.'Derkes,
F. Wise
activities.
er, discussing "Goals for Teen-Agers."
Lawrence Dykhuis of Holland. ford and Cambridge.
cousins.
Fennville.
and E. Brink.
tion Getting it often
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Hudson Noses

5,

1970

of his career at Hope while
been a solid re-

Maroons

Edwards has
serve.

With starters Shinabarger,
Howard, Gosselar, Hendrix
and Ric Scott coming back

Out 'Shinny'
For

Crown

Play

Thursday

along with the Sno§p brothers
Marty and Dana, plus big Tom
Wolters of Fennviile, DeVette
Unfortunately for Hope College
fans, the computer proved said, “the players that want
to pay the price from now until
right here Saturday evening in
the start of the next basketthe Civic Center, as Alma dropball season will mostly likely be
ped the Flying Dutchmen, 84-72
on the starting team next seain the season finale basketball

game for both squads.
The computer had predicted
that the Dutchmen would lose
to the Scots by a 79-75 score
which was announced to the
large crowd after the conclusion of the contest.
Hope, which lost a chance

Holland Christian’s basketball

team demonstrated Monday'
night why they are one of the
toughest teams in the state when
tournament time rolls around
as they mastered the West

son.”

Hope

(72)

Ottawa Panthers, 71-51, in front

FG FT PF TP

5
2
Gosselar, c
.. 1
Howard, g .... . 5
Hendrix, f

Scott,

f

.... .
....... .

2

3
1

2

2

4

2

3

12

.

crowd in the
gym.
The Maroons held the upper
hand throughout aa they shot
the Panthers off the floor.

Coupled with a losing season
last year, the Dutchmen suffered
their first back to back losing
season since 1927-28 , 28*29.

Hope's fine guard Dan
Shinabarger lost in his bid

1
2
0
2

5

2

..

f

...
.

.

to

overtake Charles Hudson of
Alma for MIAA scoring honors
in the game. Although Shinabarger outscoredthe Alma

Totals

....

32

Shakey play on the part of West
Ottawa in the firat quarter prov-

ed

1

3
Vanderneer,
.. 6
Nietring, c .... .. 8
Tate, g ...... . 4
Hudson, g
.. 5
Aumaugher, g
.. 1
Lutes, g
. 3
Eldridge, f .... .. 0
Hills, f ....... . 2

13

3

3
2

0

3

8

6

2

16

0

0

2

0

1

6

0

1

0

3

10

20

15

84

a quick start with the Maroons
taking an early 9-4 lead. Christian increased its lead to 17-6 as
they dominated both offensive

and defensive boards. The Panthers couldn't buy a basket in
the first stanza as many shoLs

were missed from in
GOLD MEDAL FORM— Tim Van

Tongeren,

son of Mr. and Mrs. Del Van Tongeren of 702

Park Ave., shows the form which enabled
him to capture a gold medal in the slalom

Lucas De Kleine

Van Tongeren
Takes

Dies at Age 76

Two

title outright.

With the crowd going

wild ZUTPHEN

, .

sstwsftsrsi:??terms in the

first half.

Dan

-

Lucas De

—

«.

Hudsonville, died at his

r.

to

28.

half by scoring 10 of his teams landhigh 19 points, the Scots took

charge in the game by holding
a 10-point spread, 71-61 with
7:43

'%

left.

Alma’s rugged defense held
Shinabargerto six points in the
second half while Hudson who
had to go underneath for his
points tallied 10 to win the
scoring crown by two.
Besides the 26 points scored
by Shinabarger, Ken Hendrix

and Howard each tallied 12.
Grand Haven sophomoreNietring led the Scots with 19
while Hudson poured in 16 and
A1 Vanderneer 14. Reserve
Jerry Hills added 10.
Alma edged the Dutchmen in
rebounding, 58-57 as Nietring
paced the winners with 16 while
Hendrix led Hope with the same
number .Dave Gosselar chipped
in with 12.
Hope connected for a 39 per
cent accuracy mark from the
court, 30 of 76 while the Scots
hit on 32 of 76 attempts for
42 per cent.

A disappointedCoach Russ
DeVette said, ‘‘we sure are
disappointed with the loss, since

we came on strong late in the
season and thought we had
them on the run tonight.”
“However, we are looking forto next season and I can

ward

tell you that the positionsare up

for grabs,” concluded DeVette.

The only seniors on Hope’s
team are Captain Tom Dykstra
and Dan Edwards. Dykstra, has
been a starter throughoutmost

LEADS TITLE BID-Chuck
Nienhuis, freshman freestyl-

er from Holland,will lead
Youngstown State University in search of its first PennOhio championship Thursday through Saturday at
Clarion State, Pa. Nienhuis,
a mathematics major, gave
several standout performances this season as YSU
finished 6-5 for its fifth
straight winning season. A
former standout for Coach
Henry Reest at West Ottawa, Nienhuis is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nienhuis of 14190 Brooklane.

w. Ritcheske

Mrs.

Dies at Age

William.

.

Gold Medals

home

.

c

,

r

Costs
—

150
, and

Central

HIGH FLYING EAGLE-Kim Elders (13) Hudsonville High’s
sophomore basketball guard, demonstrates why Hudsonville
is nicknamed the Eagles as he flies around Jim Schutt (24)
and Dave Hopkins (33) of HudsonvilleUnity in Tuesday
night’s District B contest played in the West Ottawa gym.
The Crusaders defeated the Eagles, 71-63 before a packed

r

|

,n|i

.

Fishkill, N

a

Y. and

Crusaders

Win Game At

1

Charity Line

R. Runge. f

f

0

1

2

.. 10

...

6

(i

Nederveld,g .....
Vruggink,g ... ...
Koekkoek, f ... ...
Sikkema. f .......

6

4

Phillips

Elders,

g

...

c

.

.

3

Joel

1

1

3

0

4

0

0

2

6
0

..... ... 2

0

1

4

28 7 19

Ver Plank, chairman

of

22 the Ottawa county Republican
12 party, today announced the ap16 pointment of Leonard Zick as

3
3

Totals

Tuls also played a fine

GOP Appointees

0

... ... 0

2

S. Runge.

3

63

county finance chairman and
Tony Garofalo as public relations director. Zick also was
elected to the executive committee. Garofalo already is a
member of that committee.

MAROONS’ CENTER— Holland Christian's fine center Dick
Frens (35) drives around his man to lay in two points against
West Ottawa during the opening tournament game in the
Panthers’gym Monday night. Trying to stop Frens is Les
Zomermaand

(33) of the

Panthers.

(Sentinel photo)

Unity Christian (71)

FG FT PF TP
7

3

2

17

Vander Veen, f . 10
Hopkins,c ....... 4
Bosker, g ..... .. 4
Honderd. g
...

6

2

26

2

5

10

6

1

14

1

0

3

2

Lubber, f ...... ...

1

0

0

2

Schutt,

f

.

.

.

.

Totals ...... .

n

I * **
m.
*

27

17

13

71

Vande Bunte
Dies at Age 76
-

GRAND RAPIDS
Zenas
Vande Bunte, 76, Forest Grove,
route 2, Hudsonville. died today
at St. Mary’s Hospital after a
five-week illness. He was a
member of Forest Grove Reformed Church and a farmer in
the area all his life.
Survivingare two sons, Dick
and Howard J„ both of Forest
Grove; eight grandchildrenand
a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Anna Beld,
also of Forest Grove.

Shina-

the Civic Center. Shinabargeroutscored Hudr

sharp shooting
guard gives Charles Hudson (44) of Alma
College a hip fake during Hope’s basketball
contest with the Scots Saturday evening in

son, 26 to 16 but Hudson still wound up with
the

MIAA scoring title and Alma the game,

84-72.

(Sentinel photo)

Fails at Traffic Yield
Jean Horn, 44, of 330 West
28th St., was ticketed by Holland police for failure to yield
the right of way after the car
she was driving and one operated by Lydia A. Hayes, 48, of
666 Midway. coUided Friday at
4:10 p.m. at Maple Ave. and
26th St. The Horn car was
heading west on 26th St. while
the Hayes auto was southbound on Maple Ave.

West Ottawa

'

fa

(51)

FG FT
Tripp, f ........
Van Wieren. f ....
Loncki, c .......
York, g ..........
Zomermaand,g .
Cook, f ..........
Plaggemars, g ....
Tucker, f ........

c

6
1
5

0
3
0

2

0
....... 0

4

0
5
1

5
1
1

0

0

Totals ....... 17 17 20
Holland Christian (71)

t

rm.
f

as

Rogers.

Bagladi,

09^

game

he pulled down 12 rebounds and
scored 15 counters. West Ottawa’s Tripp was right behind D«
Groot with 16 markers.
Holland Christian, now 16-3,
will tangle with Zeeland on
Thursday night in the semi-final
round of the Districttournament
at West Ottawa.
Coach Jack Bonham's squad
finished the year with a fine
13-4 record and earned a share
of the O K league crown with

.

Z.

Dan

.

’

commanding
Robert of sleeping in bus car parked with- while taking
35-21
halftime
lead.
Strong deThe best boy and girl class Muskegon; a brother, Simon out lights in the southbound
fense
was
another
key
factor in
racers
from
the
four
regions
Hilarides
of
Port
Sheldon
and
traffic
lane
of
US-31,
(Sentinel photo)
house
the Maroons' first half success
throughoutthe Central Division
as guards Ron Scholten and
were competing for berths on the
closest the Eagles could get to
Phil De Jonge applied constant
Junior National Team, in downthe talented Crusaderswho took
pressure to the Panthers back*
hill, giant slalom and slalom
complete control of the situation
court men.
events. The Junior National
by ripping off 1 straight points
Scholten and Dick Frens headcompetition will be held at
while holding Hudsonville scoreed the list of first half scorers
Park City West, Utah in later
less to hold a commanding 71 58
as they notched 10 and nine
this month.
bulge with 1:33 left.
points respectively. Dan Tripp
Rick Van Tongeren,17, Junior
HudsonvilleHigh tallied the
and Lynn Loncki muscled in
National
competitor
in
1969,
HudsonvilleUnity raced out final five points to make the
seven points each for West
to a commanding 37-18 lead in final score 71-63 in favor- of arch missed a spot on the team this
Ottawa.
year
due
to
a
broken
ski
pole
the second period but had to rival Unity.
Shooting percentage told the
strap in the s 1 a 1 o m race. He
hang on for its dear life as HudAlthoughthe Eagles never led
story in the first half as Holland
placed
sixth
in
the
downhill
sonville High cut the deficitto in the game they did outscore
Christianconnected on 43 per
two points, 60 58 before falling the Crusadersfrom the field. 28 and 12th in the giant slalom.
cent of its shots in comparison
Tim Van Tongeren. 13-yearsto the Crusaders, 71-63 in Class to 27 in field goals but Unity
with the Panthers cold 25 per
old
Class
C
racer,
captured
B District basketballplay at held a huge advantage from the
cent from the floor.
a
gold medal in the slalom and
West Ottawa Tuesday evening. free throw lane to wrap up the
West Ottawa’s best quarter
a gold in the giant slalom. He
The victory puts ,Coach Andy contest.
was the third as they outscored
finished fourth in the downhill.
Ten Harmsel’s Crusaders in the
Unity swished 17 of 28 charity
the Maroons 17-16. In this “run
Steve Van Tongeren, relinfinal contest Saturday against tosses to the Eagles seven oi
and shoot” quarter, both teams
guished the Divisional Champithe winner of the Zeeland-Hol- 16 while from the field the Cruwent to their style of play as
onship races for a berth on the
land Christian game Thursday. saders hit on 44 per cent of their
the fast break was working to
Michigan Jaycee state team to
Unity blew the Eagles off the shots compared to 40 per cent compete in the Jaycee Junior
perfection for both squads.
court in the first two periods as for the losers.
The Panthers found themNationals in Winter Park, Col.
The Crusaderswere especially
they tallied 24 and 17 points in
selves down 51-38 as they readSteve finished fourth in the
the quarters to hold a comfort- hot in the first half as they giant slalom and 18th in the
ied for the final eight minutes
able 41-26 advantage at the made 17 of 33 from the floor slalom. Steve was coached
of play. West Ottawa caught
for 51 per cent while the Eagles
fire in the early stages of the
half.
by 1964 Olympic gold winner
fourth quarter and whittled the
Coach Jim Hulst’s charges hit on only 12 of 35 for an icy Christl Hass from Austria.
33
per
cent.
Maroons’ lead to just eight
couldn t find the handle in the
Hudsonville High outreboundpoints, 53-45. Jerry De Groot
first half as they only scored
Mrs. Jan Van Ingen, 56
ed the Crusaders. 43-30 as Philpromptly halted the Panthers
26 points. The Eagles hit for 12
lips led both teams with 17 and Dies in The Netherlands
surge with his brilliant offenin the initial period and 14 in
Sam Runge chipped in with
sive and defensive play which in
the second stanza.
Word has been receivedhere
turn enabled the Maroons to
The Eagles flew back in the , nine 1T^e_^’uf.a<krs , [j.ne»*or* of the death of Mrs. Jan Van
win going away.
second half to make things in- NVard Jim Sc’huB paced his team
Ingen, 56, on Feb. 25 in The
with 15 caroms while teammate
Holland Christian held a deciteresting as they outscoredthe
Netherlands. She was the daughsive rebounding edge for the
winners 22-16 and 15-14 in the Larry Vander Veen added 11. ter of the late William Rietveld
Vander Veen, who played a
contest as they pulled down 44
final two periods. But the damSr.
strong
overall game for the
team reboundsto West Ottawa’s
age was dealt in the first half
She is survived by her husCrusaders, paced both teams in
30 caroms.
as the Eagles just couldn’t catch
band; seven children; seven
scoring with 26 counters. TeamThe Maroons also kept up
the poised Crusaders.
grandchildren ell in The Nethermates
Schutt,
Carroll Rosker
their
torrid shooting pace in
Hudsonville rallied to cut the
lands; her step - mother, Mrs.
and
Dave
Hopkins chipped in
second
half play and hit 27 of 61
Crusaders huge halftime marWilliam Rietveld Sr. of Marwith 17, 14 and 10 respectively.
shots for 45 per cent for the
gin to two points, 60-58 with 3:48
quette, formerly of Holland;
Phillips led the Eagles with
game. West Ottawa improved
left in the game on the deadly
three sisters, Mrs. Willemintje
22 while Dan Nederveld followslightly in the second hilf and
shooting eye of senior forward
Bruynis of The Netherlands,
ended up connecting on 17 of 55
Ross Phillips who sparked the ed with 16 and Sam Runge Mrs. Marie Stewart of Holland
attempts which was good for a
comeback along with guard Dan added 12.
and Mrs. Hilda Dreuth of MarUnity ups its record to 12-7
31 per cent game performance.
Nederveld.
quette and three brothers. GerDc Groot took game scoring
As it turned out, it was the while the Eagles close out the rit, John and William Rietveld
season with a very successful
honors for Holland Christian as
Jr., all of Holland.
11-6 mark.
he netted 18 points. Junior Phil
FG FT PF TP

—

free

m

Mountain

Hudsonville (63)

SHINABARGER IN ACTION
barger (10) Hope College’s

close.

Holland Christian outscoredthe
Panthers from the field 9-3 while
and a gold mectel in the giant slalom last
taking a 20-8 lead at the quarSaturdayand Sunday in the 1970 Central Diviter’s end
sion United States Ski Association Junior AlThe Maroons could do nothing
pine championship ai Thunder Mountain.
wrong as second quarter play
started. Great team play on the
a sister, Mrs. Seymour Swets part of Christian never gave the
of Holland, nine grandchildren Panthers a chance to make up
and a great-grandchildHer for first quarter blunder.
husband, William, died in 1961.
80
West Ottawa, however, had

MUSKEGON-Mrs.
I om bright admits
pliydur(Etta) Rilcheske. 80, of Norton P°P w0 Fine,
| mg the first half. The Panthers
Shores, Muskegon, died Sunday GRAND HAVEN
Steven managed 1° convert nine of
in Hackley Hospital. She was a Dale Lawrence, 22. of 3690 168th
.a*. ,Y took adyanBOYNE FALLS
- Over
.
,
,
I member oi Central Reformed Ave , Holland, appeared in dis- fa8e of Christian s steady foulracers competed Saturday
trict court here Friday and paid J
Sunday
K
_ . . at the 1970
Surviving
are two daughters,$50 fine and costs on a disor- Holland Christian made up for
Division Imted Stales Ski Erma a| home and Mrs amon der|y drunl( (.harge He wa, that difference with room to
Association Junioi Alp
(\yjuellal Workman of Norton charged by State Police Thurs- spare as they connectedon four
championshipat i bunder scores; two sons, William of clay when officers found him more buckets than West Ottawa

<.

ended the first half by scoring Wednesday followinga heart
20 of Hope's 43 counters. attack. He was a member of
In the meantime, Hudson was Zutphen Christian Reformed
held in check by Dana Snoap
and Lorenzo Howard in Uie|Church and a retlred farraer'
half, as he was only able
Surviving are four daughters,
notch six points. Hudson hit on ^,1SS •v,ora He Kleine at home,
only one of seven shots in the Mrs. Jerald (Harriett) Boerhalf while Shinabarger pumped man °f Bentheim, Mrs. Nelin nine of 16, with most of son 'Dorothy) Victory of Hudthem coming on nifty moves sonv'lle and Mrs. Harris (Miland fine team play by'Hope. d[ed) Boes of Zeeland; a son.
Although only outscored by kdwin of Zutphen; 15 grand
two field goals in the game, children; one great-grandchild;
32-30 Hope could only hit on 12 a brother, James, of Drenthe;
of 22 free throws compared to *wo sisters-in-law,
Mrs. William
Alma’s 20 of
and Mrs- Bert De Kleine, both
With Alma’s’ Ike Nietringof Drenthe and a brother-intaking charge in the second *aw- Hert H. Brouwer of Zee-

Christian

progressed.
First quarter action got off to

flash, 26-16 he lost the title by

two points. Shinabargerhad to
score 13 more points in the
game than Hudson to win the

while

disastrous

gained momentum as the game

19

6

capacity

Panthers’

Shinabarger,g .. 12 2
1 26
Dykstra,
... .
0
1
2
for its 700th all-timevictory D. Snoap, f .... ..
3
3
7
andy also a winning season Wolters, c .... .
0
0
finished the season with an M. Snoap, f .... ..
0
4
4
overall record of 11-12 and 5-7
in the MIAA. On the other
Totals ..... . 30 12 19 72
hand, Alma closed the season
Alma (84)
8-4 in the league and 13-8 overFG FT PF TP
Fuzak, f
all.
.
3
0
9

g

a

of

12

1

Chix

51

FG FT PF TP
Tuls, f .....
De Groot, f

.....

7

1

3

.....

7

4

3

18

Frens, c ... ..... 6
De Jonge, g
1

2

3

14

2

4

4

Scholten, g

..... 5

2

2

12

Weenger. g ..... 2
Bos, f ...... ..... 0

2

3

6

1

1

1

Petroelje, f

..... 0

1

0

1

Totals

.... 28

15

19

71

...

15

Former Holland Resident
Dies in

Grand Rapids

GRAND RAPIDS —

^

LOSES BALL-Denny Oosterbaan (21)' West
Ottawa’s guard, loses the basketball during
the Panthers’Class B District opener with
Holland ChristianMonday evening in the
Panthers’gym. Dick Frens (35) of the Ma-

Jamas

Schoon, 86, of 1035 Sigsbee St.,
former resident of Holland, died
Wednesday in Grand Kapids.
Surviving are his wile, Minroons finally picked up the ball as teammates
nie; two sons, Preston and ClayPhil Tuls (32) and Jerry De Groot (20) batton; eight grandchildren;two
tle for the ball with Panthers Oosterbaanand
great-grandchildren; one sister,
CU1141WO klAA
O. V*
Dari Tripp (55). Christian ripped the APanthers
Mrs.
J. R. Mulder ,Ul
ot AAUliSlIU
Holland
(Sentinel photo) j and several jriecea and nephews.
71-51.

At*

,

'
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Panthers Drop
First

-

• ‘T

Top

Powerful Wildcats

Swim Meet

Hawkeyes
HAMILTON

—

in

2:18.3.

Hamilton’s heavily in the scoring for the

21,

of

2001!

West

14th

was suspended from school and Schipper led the scoring parade

50-yard freestyle: Hamstra
(WO), Tim Clayson (EGR), Jon
pressed throughoutthe compeHelder (WO). Time :23.9. *

center Rick Poll
with a cold.

who was

'!

sick

for the visitors witji 20 counters

while 6’ 8’* center Don Klein

1

But the determined Hawkdruftk, $35; Larry Joel Ritsema,
eyes gave the powerful and
Diving:
Cranham
(EGR),
Sprinters Rick Hamstra and
31, Saugatuck, driving whi'e
Cook (EGR), Troost (WO). league champions a battle all
license suspended, not guilty Jon Helder snatched first and Points 225.55.
the way before losing. ‘.‘We
third place points in the 50 yard
at jury trial.
played
a fine game In the
100-yard butterfly:Kimball
freestyle with times of :23.9
Laura Mae Paslore,
and :24.5 respectively.
(EGR), R. ZavadU (WO), M. second half and I’m just proud
of all the guys, especially the
SS West Mam, Zeeland alteredi Butterfliers Rick and Mike Zavadil (WO). Time :57.5.
St.,

tition.

i

^

^dil met their match in
their speciaity as the pioneers

:
!

Smith

100-yard freestyle:Drummond

18, of 3H North Cotowal,
Zeeland, speeding,$43: Joyce j Tom K^ball,swam for a :57 5
Burbridge, 23, Muskegon, ; whj,e Rjck 6ocM a M 4
carrying dangerous weapon $3a, Mjke clocked a 1:00 2

(EGR), Hamstra (WO), Raphael (WO). Time :51.9.
'100-yard backstroke: Meyers
(WO),
Uthoff (EGR), Caukin
Andrew W. Greaver. 36, of
and Blair, simplv larceny, $35 In another squeaker, Rick (EGR). Time :58.7.
400-yard freestyle:Boes
i Hamstra and Chris Raphae
Dewey Starred. 21. of 2^ yielded to the Pioneers Kirk (WO), MulvihiU (EGR), Short
Scotch Dr , oareiew driving
the 100 vard (EGR). Time 4.20.0.
$2.3: Jerry
Br0'kei;,;}freestyle as they clocked :51.9,
100-yard breaststroke:Gray
route
Zeeland, carele» ,52 0
52 , (or h
(EGR), Hopkins (WO), Frahm
Time 1:10.9.
l'™844 Ho a J
'hlrd
« (EGR).
400-yard freestyle relay: East
en o accd t $
,ast as
™uld

r,
1 Lee

"

144th .

,

Dr

.

^

“g
3:'s

P‘a«s
the

Barbara Goiczvnsky,21, Grand I BackstrokerDan Meyers once!
Rapids, ^aitered operator

approved

,

s

Ins

;

Grand Rapids Wist

Ottawa

K^i,

4^

R.

$18.

Stanley Cnossen. 45. of 88
East 17th St., driving under

for second

:

spot while

first place

j

in-

,

led

^

Permits

St.,

alterations,

A
v/

T

.

YOU (10

.

HeOf

Pphnh/

Meet

Worker

1

15

0

0

0

0

... 6

2

2

14

Heckert. g ... .. <5
Arnold, c .... .. 1

2

3

12

0

4

2

15

18

71

Boor,

g

g

.

....

.

28

8

.

^

have been selected for inclusion

Earns

Diploma at 67

on top again. West Ottawa held
a slim 17-16 lead as the first
TRYON, N.C.
Bluford quarter concluded.
The Panthers kept their poise
Griffin, well - known black
Tryon businessman, has finally in second quarter play although
earned his high school diploma Rogers’ guards applied conafter 53 years. On March 7 he stant pressure, full court style.
will be 67 and is actively en- Timely rebounding and the hot
gaged today in a painting and hand of Les Zomermaand eventually gave the Panthers a 28decorating business.
The father of six children, he 20 margin midway into the secsucceeded in sending four of ond stanza.
them to college. James Griffin, With time running out in the
one of his sons was employed first half, the Hawks hit three
at Castle Park, Holland, Mich. quick buckets and a charity
He is currentlyin Greensboro toss which vaulted them right
and is a radio announcer who back in the ball game. Time
expired in the first half with
originated the Spiritual Gospel
West Ottawk holding on to a
Hour of WTYN, Tryon.
slim 32-29 lead.
(The above account was pubJim Garvelink kept Rogers
lished in the Tryon Daily Bulin the game with his fine shootletin, the World’s Smallest
ing as he hit 12 first half points
Daily Newspaper, publishedby
to lead all scorers. ZomerSeth M. Vining, editor and
maand led the way for the Panpublisherand Seth M. Vining
thers with 11 markers.
Jr., editor and manager. It was
West Ottawa couldn’t miss in
sent to W. A. Butler by Carter
the first half as they hit 56 per
Brown of Castle Park and Tryon, cent from the floor. Due to the

a man’s
service to others, professional
excellence,business advancement, charitable activitiesand
professional recognition

Hope graduates selectedfor
the honor include Dr. Richard
(1959), associate profes-

sor of government at the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Pa.; Dr. Paul Fell
(1960), professor of zoology at
Connecticut College; Warren
Kane (1957), deputy director of
economic development administration for the U.S. Department
of Commerce; the Rev. Roger
Kleinheksel(I960), ministerof
in

Sacramento, Calif.
listed are Dr. Rodger

Kobes (1963), assistant professor of chemistryat Wayne State
University; John J. Piet (1963), N.C.)
student of biblical archaeology The paper is 8!/2 x 11 inches in
sufficientfunds check, $15 costs, means of preventing drug abuse
in the graduate faculties of size and contains 8 pages. The
15 days suspended; Michigan before it starts, according to
Columbia University; Jerrald issue the item is in is Feb. 17,
Quality Frozen Foods Inc., Tom Bullock of Grand Rapids Car, School Bus Crash;
Redeker (1956), president of the 1970.
Lawrence, improper use of farm who spoke to the Holland Rotary No Injuries Reported
First State Bank of Charlotte,
plate, $15; Bill Burnette, 55. Club Thursday noon.
Holland
Christian
School Mich.; and Larry Ter Molen Fails to Yield
Hartford,overload.$45.
“That’s why we at Project
Society bus carrying 51 (1959), executive director of
Holland police cited H. James
Randall Bear, of 1985 Drift- Rehab are covering as many
passengers and a car collided development of Southern Meth- Buter, 20, of 319 West 31st SI.
wood, overtime parking, $16; schools as we can,” said Bullat Lincoln Ave. and 32nd St. odist University, Dallas, Tex.
for failure to yield the righl
Daniel Lee Barnaby. 20. of 295 oek who was scheduled to adRev. Kleinheksel is the son of of way, after the car he was
Friday at 3:30 p.m. but police
West 20th St., minor transpor-uress West Ottawa High School
said no injuries were reported. Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Klein- operatingand one driven by
ling alcoholicliquor, $83, 30 students later in the afternoon,
The bus, driven by Jarvis H. heksel of Eagle Crest Park; Dr.
days suspended; Robert
A self-described former ad- Zoerhof, 41, of route 5, Holland, Kobes is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. O’Conner, 22, ol
14742 Taylor St., West Olive,
Scott, 17, of 1375 Linwood. im- diet, Bullock joined Project
was heading south on Lincoln Fred Kobes, 112 West 20th St.; collided Thursday at 2:01 p.m.
proper overtakingand passing, Rehab in Grand Rapids for help
while the car, operated by and Mr. Piet is the son of Mr. along Graves PI., 300 feet eesl
$25; Greg Allyn Purogel. 18, in overcoming the drug habit.
Gerrit J. Scripps, 55. of Grand and Mrs. John H. Piet of 1140 of Central Ave. Police said
Fennville, simple larceny, $38. “One of the secrets of help is
Rapids, was eastbound on 32nd Hazel, Waukazoo.
Buter was leaving a curbside
Max Inman. 28, of 231 South involvement
helping those St.
Dr Fell is the grandson of parking place on the north side
Wall St., Zeeland, dog at large, who want to kick the habit, just Poiice said th cited Scr[
the late Egbert E. Fell, long- of the street when the collision
$13; David Karl Veunnk. 18, of ‘‘ke they do in Alcoholics An- for drjving whije under the^.
time superintendentof schools occurred in the westbound lane
376 West 21st St., minor in pos- onymous,” he pointed out.
fluence of liquor.
in
of traffic.
session, $48, 15 days suspended;; So successful were his efforts
Walter George Bray III, 19, with himself and others, he was
Hamilton, minor in possession,i hired by Project Rehab to work
$48, 15 days suspended: David with hard-core addicts.
Allen Yen Dyke, 18, of 14563 Bullock said he had been a
Riley, minor in possession. $58, , drug user for 25 years, and
15 days
during that time he spent 50 to
MUSKEGON— Holland High's DeBoer went back to where I Sailors were 32 of 70 for 45 per

A

D

-

Holland.

,

Dutch End On Sad Note

suspended.

Sue Krontz. 19. 75 Per cent of his days in hos- basketball team ended its regWyoming, careless driving $28; P^als and other institutions. He
ular season on a sad note as
Jason Mast, 48, of 2929 North he had to steal to get the
„ fnl,
r. rnc Q.,
State St., Zeeland, driving while 550 to $100 and more the habit they fell to Mona Shores 83-o0
abilityimpaired by liquor,$113, F0/ JV?1 every ^ayFriday evening in a \(X con15 days suspended; Taylor ProChicago to get away from tej!L
.
u rx
The Dutch of Coach Don
duce, 449 Howard Ave., mis- 1 j*16 easy availabilityof drugs,
load. $23; Joy Ellen Koster. 17, ! bul he said they were just as Piersma ^ finished the season
with a 6-6 league record and
of 4418 64th St., simple larcenv. easy to 8e( *n Grand Rapids.
In response to a question, 8-8 for the season. The victory
Connie

.

538
_

J

,

„

;

Bullock said he was against was the first ever for Coach
| legalizing marijuana. “Some 90
Howard Clark over the Dutch
to 95 per cent of the people on in four years and lifted the
our Project Rehab program got Sailors to 6-6 in the VCC and
the start on their habit with 10-6 overall.
Pottery History
marijuana,” he said.
The second and fourth quarMembers of the Jane Steketee
He added that considerationters proved to be the downfall
Chapter of Questers met at the should be given to lessening the for the Dutch as they only scorhome of Mrs. Jaap de Blecourt severity of the penalties to ed 12 and 13 points respectivewith Mrs E.T. Holman serving first-time marijuana offenders. ly in these quarters.
“Why put them in prison where
as co-hostess.
However, it was a different
The program, “Early Ameri- they can get a real education story from the outset of the

Questers Hear

he left off in the third period

cent.

as he PU!T1Ped in two buckets “DeBoer played his best overand one free throw at the out- all game of the season for us
sc( o[ the final stanza (o cut tonight;. Coach Piersma said.

Mona

Shores lead to 60-52. Mun-

,

son's basket with 6:33 left closed the gap to sjx p0jnt5

turned out to

be the

“I just hope we can bounce
back with a good game against
Benton Harbor next Wednes-

closest day.”

Holland got the rest of the

Les Zomermaand
Panthers floor leader

, . .

-

throughout the country. Criteria

Hope Community Church

Man

Tryon

After 53 Years

for selection includes

Also

4

..
...... ..
.....

Men

$500; Russ

_

4
3

c

Totals

Eight Hope College graduates

Brown

... .. 2
6

Klein,

Latondress,

Hope Graduates
Eleven applications for buildm"7n
ing permits totaling $9,440 were AfTlOng lOp IV/U

,

susnpnHpH

.

.

as Mona Shores took complete serves smashed the little Sailof the situation to ors in overtime,71-64 as Dave
Brownson led the way with 30
win going away, 83-60.
and
Randy Martinus paced the points.
.. Steve Shinabarger
, ,

command

.

,

winners with 20 counters while d™ JLo,r,e"Ce he.‘.pe? °Ut Wllh
both Gibson and Don Hoeken- 12 and l1 respectively
ea had 15 points each. Frank Tfh® vlctory eave ,‘he Dutch
Howell Jr. and sub Craig Chris- 1 a
record ,fo,r seaso"
tiansen scored 15 points apiece.
a^ed, I m real
pleased with the performances
Besides DeBoer’s 18 counters,
of the boys this season, they
Glupker had 14 and Munson, ll have shown tremendous ' spirit
for the Dutch,
and I’m going to miss working
!

;

ing the range for 11 points the
Chix had a one point lead 18-17.

The Rebels came back in the
second quarter to take a 35-31
lead. Neither team was able to
score a field goal in the last
four minutes of the half with
only a foul shot by Rick Brinks
with 2:11 left breaking the ice.

For

the half, Zeeland hit on

12 of 45 shots for 26 per cent.
Lee hit on 12 of 31 for- 39 per
cent.

Frens Ends

each team scored 24 poihts,the
Chix nn nine of 17 from the

on the

Home Career

field while Ltfc

In Fine Style

The scoreboardhad Lee in
lead by a 59-55 count at

hand

hit

other

on 11 of 19 from the

field for a blistering58 per cent.

the
the

Holland Christian’sbasket- third period break.
ball team closed out a successIn the fourth quarter instead
ful regular season Friday
of cooling off, the Rebels got
night, by defeating Allegan
hotter as they hit on eight of
75-56 in the Civic Center.
12 shots for a fantastic 67 per
Senior center Dick Frens,
cent. Zeeland hit 12 of 24 shots
who was a doubtful starter befor a 50 per cent average.
cause of illness during the day,
The Chix trailed by four with
ended his home career with a

56 seconds remaining 81-77.

sparklingperformance, scoring
They cut the lead to two on a
26 points on 10 baskets and six
tip by Mark Raterink, with 16
of nine free throw. Frens also
seconds left.
picked off 12 rebounds and
At the six second mark, Jim
blocked many shots. When he
De
Pree of Lee was fouled and
left the game in the fourth
he
calmly
went to the line and
quarter, the fans gave him a
well-deservedstanding ovation.
Christian trailed only once,
4-3, and with balanced scoring
fron^ Frens, Phil De Jonge and
Ron Scholten, streaked to a 15-7
lead. Allegan fought back to
within two points before Jerry
De Groot hit two charity tosses
with one second left in the
quarter, for a 19-15 Christian

made the first of a one and one.
He missed the second shot and
De Pree put in a shot at the
buzzer to make the linal score
82-81 in favor of Lee.

The Chix lost the game at
line as they outscored

(he
the

Rebels from the field 33 to 31 but

Lee hit on 20 of 31 shots from
the line compared to 15 of 22

lead.

for Zeeland.

Frens enjoyed his best scoring quarter of the season in the
second period tallying 14 points,
the last two coming at the free
throw lane with one second left.
This gave him 20 points at halftime. The Maroons broke the
game open going to a 42 • 27
lead at the half. Jim Morgan
tried to keep the Tigers in the
game as he scored eight of

On (he board Zeeland had the
advantage 47 to 46, with Rater-

ter.

way

way

ink leading the

with 23.

In the reserve game, Zeeland

led by the scoring of Terry Hop
and Jeff Flaherty, defeated Lee
83-59. Hop had 35 and Flaherty
20; while Bob Johnson and Rene
Rios had 11 and 10 respectively.
On the boards Zeeland had a
65 to 40 advantage as Johnson
Allegan’s 12 points in the quar- had 15 and Rios 14. Dave East
had 21 points to lead Lee.

The Chix end the season at
In the first three minutes of
the third quarter the Tigers 12-4. Their next game will be
came back with two baskets by Thursday night in the Class B
Jim Shafer, and one each from District tournament when they
Larry Loyejoy and Morgan take on the winner of the Hoiwhile holding Christian to a land Christian - West Ottawa
single free throw by Phil Tuls, game at West Ottawa.
Zetland (81)
making the score 43-35. The
Maroons then took over, limitFG FT PF TP
ing the Tigers to four points in De Pree, ...... .
3 19
the last five minutes and 15 Flaherty, f ..... . 10 2
5
22
second of the quarter.Mean- Raterink. c
.. 9
4
19
while with Scholten leading Vanden Belt, g .. 0 2 0 2
with five points and Denny Bos Lamer, g
4
5
6
and Frens three each, Chris- Brinks, g
. 2
3
4
7
tian scored 14 points for a Vanden Belt, g .. 0
2
0
2
57-39 lead going into the final Garvelink, g
3
0
1
6

8 3

f

1

1

eight minutes.

Totals
Substitutesplayed much of
33 15 22 81
Hawks mustered only 39 per
the fourth quarter for both
Lee (82)
cent from the field.
clubs and the Maroons outFG FT PF TP
With the cool ball handling
scored their opponent 18-17. Sev- De Pree, f ...... 5
16
on the part of Zomeraand and
en players scored for Christian De Bruin, f ...... 8
22
Dave York, West Ottawa was
....... 5
and six for Allegan in the Ross,
12
the

able to break Rogers’ spirit in

third quarter play as team
work payed off against the
Hawks’ modified full court
press. Dan Tripp and Greg Van
Wieren also teamed up to score
numerous buckets from in close
to give the Panthers a 47-41
edge at the end of the third
quarter.
Substitute Doug Cook, along
with the rest of the squad, more

c

quarter.

Belstra,

g

...... 2

6

Tuls gave Christiana 60-39 Hunnes, g ........9
22
lead and Bob Weener made it Nelson, g ........ 2
4
68-47, for the largest margins
of the game.
Totals
31 20 17 82
Bos, Weener and Rob Petroelje, in addition to Frens,
played their final regular sea- E.E. Fell
son game for the Maroons. For
a time in the fourth quarter
Christie

Defeats

Zeeland

coach Elmer Ribbens
these four

seniors

played

together,

than made up for the slack
along with reserve guard Doug
left by Lynn Loncki when he
Gritter.
got in foul trouble early in the

A key factor in the win for
fourth period. The Panthers
the Maroons was their dominacame on strong instead of fal- tion of the backboards,as they
tering in the fourth quarter, as
took off 40 rebounds comthey took a twelve point bulge,
pared to 23 for the Tigers.
61-53, with time running out
Tuls and De Grqot joined
on the Hawks.
Frens in blocking several shots
Rogers turned cold in the last by Allegan,thus further makquarter which also contributed ing things difficult for the
to the Panthers’ cause. In a Tigers.
desparate attempt to get their
Frens, with his 26 points,
hands on the ball, Rogers was equalled his season high, which
forced to foul. West Ottawa, in
was achieved in the season
turn, iced the game as they opener. Scholten added 12 points
connectedon six out of six free to the Maroons’ cause and De
throws.

Groot connected for 10. Morgan paced Allegan with 17, with
uted the stunning victory to “an Lemley hitting 16 and Lon
excellent team effort.”
Hoyer 10.
ITie Panthers continued to
Coach Dan Vander Ark’s retear the net down in the second serve team ended the year with
half and ended up hitting on 26- a 16-2 record, defeating Allegan
45 shots for a blistering58 per 67-44. The Maroons were ahead
cent for the game. Rogers tried 18-10 at the quarter, 35-25 at the
ten more shots than the Pan- half, and 53 - 33 at the three-

Coach Jack Bonham

Coach Ken Bauman's re-

game

sparkling West Ottawa defense,

quarter with Dan Flahertyfind-

In the third quarter, both
teams came out shooting as

’

Ritsema, f

the Hawks with 10.
substitutes figured

Two

filled to capacity Natatorium $150; self, contractor.
$1,000 bond furnished; John
was close.
R. W. Kneisley, 755 Larkwood
Earl Lang. 21, Muskegon,
Coach Henry Reest’s tankers Dr., partition basement, $500;
carryingdangerous weapon reended their season with a 19-1 self, contractor.
duced to carrying uncased gun,
dual meet mark and will host
Carl Vanden Berg, 259 Calvin,
$50. eight days; Amel Gomez,
the Southwestern Invitational add family room, $4,500; Cor42, of 175 West 14th St., illegal
championshipsnext Friday and nie Overweg, contractor.
possession of narcotic drug, to
Saturday in the West Ottawa
Henry Kort, 673 Lugers Rd,,
Ottawa Circuit Court March 9,
Natatorium. March 13 and 14 utility building, $500; self, con$1,000 bond furnished.
_ .
the Panthers will travel to East tractor.
Calvin T. van Den Bosch. Lansing for the Class B state
Ted Voss. 995 Lincoln Ave.,
30. of 736 East Central. Zeeland. gWjmming meet
panel rear entrance, $100; Dale
nonsupport,to Ottawa Circuit ! Result5 in order of finish;
Windemuller, contractor.
Court March 2, $1,000 bond 200-yard individual medley: Irwin Brink, 721 Lugers Rd.,
furnished; David Henry Biller- East Grand RapidSi West ot. ^
..
..... ...
panel basement, $800; Dale
beck, 22, of 4 East 29th St tawa (Meyers, Boone, M. Zava- 1 Windemuller, contractor’,
excessive noise. $28; Frank
L. J. Mannes, 843 Graafschap
Sutton, 22. of 728 South Shore
Rd.. garage, $1,440; self, conm56al sale of narcotic drug , RotarianS
tractor.
reduced to illegaluse of drug,
Mrs. Edward Smith, 71 West
$250 costs, probation two years, 'Prniprt
28th
St., reside dwelling, $800;
90 days
Have suspended.
lUJC^I INCIIUU
90
Vander Hulst and Branderhorst,
Jack Slusher, 46. of 534
at
contractors.
.South Shore Dr , driving under
Jesus Centeno, 176 West Ninth
the influenceof liquor, $125;
A stepped-up educational pro- St., enlarge garage, $50; self,
Dolly Blanton, 40, route 5, in- gram in the schools is one contractor,

„

Zeeland, 82-81

% ZEELAND - Fantastic is the
only way to describe the way
the Rebels of Lee played in the
second half as they shot an
amazing 64 per cent and hung
an earlier defeat.
on to defeat Zeeland Friday
The Panthers showed the night, 82-81,. in an O-K Blue basHawks why their first meeting ketball game. ......
was just ii “fluke” as they
Zeeland started off by scoring
yielded the lead just once when
the first two points on a basket
Rogers held a 12-11 edge.
by Chuck De Pree. The Rebels
Great team play picked apart
scored the next 'two points bethe tough Rogers defend which
fore De Free, scored again for
enabled West Ottawa to come
the Chix. At the end of the
on strong when Rogers got

f

Kemper, contractor. in the 1970 edition of “OutstandKeefer, no address listed,
_ L
Arthur C. Yost, 54 West 14th mg Young Men of America.”
sufficient funds check, restitu- 7'av®dil, and Chris Raphael
turning in a 3:38.1 time.
St., fence, $100; Sears, conThe publication is an annual
tion made, case dismissed.
The meet proved to be one tractor.
biographical compilation featurJohn Martinez, 23, of 224 West
of the most spectacular for the
R. E. Barber, 724 Columbia ing accomplishments of young
13th St., felonious assault, OtPanthers as every race in the Ave., panel breakfast nook, men of outstanding rank
tawa Circuit Court March 2,

. _
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Building
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tallied 15.

GRAND RAPIDS

Wayland (71)
Wayland outrebounded Schipper, f ......FGfiFT4PF4 TP
20
Hamilton. 35-25. Ward Nyhuis

$125:!
raef
the de,eated PanthDers Dr. S. Walter Kuipers,
office
address, drunk. $35: Charles M Posted spot with Ron West 26th
Leeuw, Dave Ketchum, Rick
hotel

Lee Five Shocks

The
mighty West Ottawa Panthers
basketball machine stomped the
Rogers Hawks Friday night, 6555 to $ain a share of the O-K
Red Division title and avenged

.

f

cent.

awarded to East
Rick filed last week with Building
the influence reduced to driving M“lv'h'11*lth,a 1:1°? cl«kl"8- Inspector Jack Langfeldt in
while ability impaired.
fmai event of the City Hall. They
Albino Noyola, 17, local

O-K
Red Crown

..Hamilton ended its regular
season with an overall mark
of 7-10 and 4-4 in the league.
The victoryVraises Wayland’s close.
record to 84) in the loop and
West Ottawa started off with
14-2 overall, v /
bang as first quarter action
juniors," Bos said
The Hawks reserves won the began with the Panthers grabWayland held a slim three- Expressway League crown by bing a 10-4 lead. Rogers, howpoint margin at the end of the
beating the little Wildcats. ever came right back to knot
first period, 11-8 and increased
Hamilton finished the season the contest at 10-all and evenits lead to 11 points at the half,
with an overall mark of 9-6 and tually take a 12-11 lead. The
32-21 before Hamilton started 6-2 in the league.
Panthers xjuickly regained the
to jell in the second half.
lead and the Hawks never were
Hamilton (59)
The Hawks scored 38 points
FG FT PF TP
while holding Wayland to 39
Zuidema, f ...
in the final 16 minutes of play.
Slotman,
..... ... 5
1
3 11
The Wildcatsheld the upperNyhuis, c ..... ...8
2
4 18
hand from the floor as they
Busscher, g
...3 0
1
6
connected on 54 per cent of
Sterenberg, g ... 1
1
2
3
their shots to 36 per cent for
Immink,
,.
.. 2
6
3 10
Hamilton. From the free throw
Aalderink,f
.. 4 3
1 11
lane, Hamilton was 13 of 25
for 52 per cent while the WildTotals
. 23 13 15 59
cats were 15 of 21 for 71 per

USeek

if*:’

1970

5,

.

1

Michigan Express Inc., Grand
kis SPeci>lty wilh his time ol
Rapids, no Michigan's plate,
$15; Mead Johnson and Co., Distance man John Boes conZeeland, operating vehicle with- tinned to lower his time in the
out fee being paid. $15; Joe 400 yard freestyleas he clocked
Albert Martinez. 17. of 164 ; a
for first place points
Walnut, disorderlv-fighting,
$3fi; ! for
Panthers.
15 days suspended; Joseph
Being edged out on a judges’
Williams.17. of 112 East 22nd decision in the breaststroke.
St., excessive noise,
Steve Hopkins clocked a 1:10.85

';

Game Shares

Loop

'

ers never regained their poise,
as the undefeated Pioneers

%

'

West Ottawa

Hawkeyes,minus two starters Hawks. Both forward Dave
gave Wayland a stiff battle Immink and guard Dave
West Ottawa’s swimming team dil, Jon Helder). Time 1:48.0.
before falling in Expressway Aalderink came off the bench
lost a heartbreaker Thursday
200-yard freestyle: Drum- League $ basketball action
to notch^. 10 and 11 points
evening, sinking 65-40 to the mond (EGR), Kimball (EGR),
Friday evening, 71-59.
respectively for Hamilton.
East Grand Rapids Pioneers, Boes (WO). Time 1:56.1.
The Hawks of Coach Tom However, Nyhuis topped all
Many persons have been arfor its first defeat of the season
200-yard individualmedley: Bos went into the game withraigned in Holland District
scorers for the Hawks with 18
in the West Ottawa Natatorium.
MulvihiU (EGR), Jeff Helder out the services of starting
Court on a variety of charges.
Losing a close race in the (WO), Me Inerney (EGR). Time forward Cal Schrotenboerwho points while startingforward
Among them were Ronald
Carl Slotman added 11. Mark
opening event, the local tankKragt, 19, of 139 East 2lst St.,
driving while licensesuspended,
$20 and six days; Jesse Swain,

’

^

attrib-

In Chess Action
E.E. Fell Junior High

Scl

defeated Zeeland Christian ,
ior High School in chess corr
tition Thursday for its tl
victory of the year withou
loss. E.E. Fell
16 matches.

won 10

of

Individualwinners for
were Jim Horn, Mike Ko
Jim De Wilde, Norm Sturg*
Len Van Der Peyl, Debbie
:

Meester,

Kim

Darrow,

Jim

Nevenzel, J
Herweyer

Rick Bosch.
Zeeland winners were
Nagelkirk, John Gras,

F
IV

Dave Mast,
Hieftje and Scott Sluiter.

Lubbers,

Other Zeeland players w
Geerlings, Craig Heu
man, Chris De Vries, Ron Gi

Mark

lings, Carl Dykstra, Brian Gi

lings, Vern

Blauwkamp, Le

Withingen,

Jim Wabeke

Doug Karsten.
E. E. Fell’s

roster also
eluded Don Hallacy, Dave Be
dy, Tony Reed, Jim Hamm<

thers but never found the quarter break.
range as they hit on only 19
Steve Vogelzang and Ray John Schumacher and F
r
buckets for an embarassing 35 Van Heuvelen shared scoring Vander Werf.
per cent. 1
honors for the Little Maroons
John Marsink sponsors
Garvelink led all scorers for with 13 each. Tom Mitchell
Zeeland team and the E.E.
the contest with 20 points. Zom- had 16 for Allegan.
students are coached by Hul
game as the Dutch hit on three
can Earthenware and Stoneware *n cr*me7 be asked.
ermaand banged in 19 counters
Holland shot 38 per cent from w‘tb tbem next season.”
Holland Christian (75)
Timmer.
A
recent
issue of a national straight baskets.Max Glupker
Pottery,” was presented by
for the Panthers while teamFG FT PF TP
magazine
reported
that
only tallied the first on a pass from the floors 21 of 54 while the
Mrs. de Blecourt. A brief hisFG FT PF TP mates York and Tripp added 14 De Groot, f .. .. 3 4
2 10
Glupker, f .... . 6 2
tory was given outliningthe about 10 per cent of drug ad- Ray Munson to put Holland up
14 and 13 points respectively.
1
Tuls, f .......
3
3
9 Bert
dicts ever overcome the habit. 2-0. But Brian Gibson put in
Helmink, f .... . 0 3
history of pottery throughout
2
3
West Ottawa ended the reg- Frens, c ..... .. 10 6 0 26
Bullock was more optimistic. a fielder to tie the game at 2-2.
Munson, c .... . 3 5
4 11 ular season with an impressive
the ages with emphasis on
De Jonge, g .. 1 3 1 5 Succumbs at 7
“We know of rehab groups that
Glupker came back to add
Steininger, g .. . 2
4*
the history of early American
1
5 13-3 mark while Rogers posted
Scholten, g
.. 4 4 2 12
are keeping 50 to 60 per cent a bucket and Munson threw in
GRAND RAPIDS De Boer, g .... .. 8 2 4 18 an equally good 11-3 record.
earthenware and stoneware potPetroelje, f ... .. 0
0
1
0 Brummel, 72, of Grand I
of former -addicts from slipping one to give Holland a slim 6-4
DeVries, c ...... .. 1
2
2
4
tery.
West Ottawa (65)
Bos, f ........ .. 2 1
0
5 died here this morning
back into their own patterns,” advantage.Munson's basket two
Ver Beek, f .. . 0 0 2 0
Earthenware pottery is usual-f
FG
FT
PF
TP
Weener, g .... .. 2 2 0 6 ing a brief illness.
he said.
minutes later gave the Dutch
Bush, f ........ . 0 0
2
0 Tripp, f.... . 5
_ .3 2 13 Gritter, g .... .. 1 0 0 2 Surviving are three
ly made of reddish clay and is
To help control the problem, their last lead in the game at
Wood, f
. 0 “3
1
3 Van Wieren, f .. 3 1
the least durable of all pottery.
3 7 Dykstra, g ... 0 0 2 0 Clayton of Wyoming, D01
Bullock advocated not only 14-11. From then on it was all
Notier, g
. .\
. 1 .0
4
2 Loncki, c ........ 4
5 9
Stoneware is generally made broader educational programs
Byron Center and Mar
Mona Shores as they closed
Vork, g
..... 5
•3 14
from grey clay and is more but also closer control of drugs
Totals .... .. 26 23 11 75
Grand Rapids; five dau
the quarter by leading by six
21 18 26 60 Zomermaand,g . 8
Totals
2 19
durable.The majority of early — “they’reall around us, inAllegan (56)
Mrs. Cecil (Beatrice) Brc
points,
\
Mona Shores (83)
Cook, f a ........ i
0
3
American earthware and stone- cluding television where comFG FT PF TP Byron Center, Mrs. John
The Dutch hit on only two
FG FT PF TP
ware was imported from abroad mercials keep telling us to take
Morgan, f ...... 5 7 3 17 Post of Dorr, Mrs. 1
baskets in the second period
Prediger, f ...... 1
2
4
26 13 16 65 Lemley, f ...... 1 8 0 1 16 (Irene) De Boer of &
prior to 1800. After that time, this drug and take that drug” —
out of 10 shots to wind up with
Gibson, f .V...... 6
3
15
Rogers (55)
Hoyer, c ...... * 5 0 5 10 Mrs. Donald (Velma) Co
Americans began manufacturing and enforcementof penalties
only 12 points while the Sailors
Hoekenga, c .... 6 3
15
FG FT PF TP Shafer, g ....... 2 0 3 4 Grand Rapids and Mrs.
pottery.
against the higher level of ille- mustered 20 to lead at the inMartinus, g .... 8 4
20 Wickman, f ....
Buist, g ........ 0 0 4 0 (Maxine) Hoorn of Wyom
Mrs. Clarence Hopkins, the gal drug suppliers. “We don’t termission by a 41-27 count.
Howell, g ..... 3 4 4
10 Garvelink,f .... 9 2 1 20 Lovejoy,f ...... 1 0 4 2
chapter president, conducted a need tougher laws,” he pointed
grandchildren;22 greatWith Ken DeBoer flashing
Vanderweel, f .. 3
6 Burke, c ........ 4 6 2 14 Schulz, f ....... 0
1 children; three sisters,
short business meeting and out. “We’ve already got laws. signs of brillantail around
Christiansen, g .. 5
10 Vanderwater, g .. 5<r 1 3 11 Carpenter, c ... 0 0 1 0
plans were discussed for a field We just need to enforce them.” play In the third period, the
Anna Vande Bunte of H
Arnson, f
..... 0
1 Ybema. g ....... 0 1 2 1 Andrus, g ....... 0 2 4 2
Mrs. Arie De Borst of
trip in May.
Bullock was introduced by Dutch outscored the winners,
Balgooyen,f .... 0
1 Telder, f ........ 0
5 4 5 Hughes, g .......
0 2 Rapids and Mrs. Bell
The next scheduled meeting Duane Hooker, principal of 20-18. DeBoer tossed in 11 of
Merkey, c ....... 0
Ken De Boer
1 Gilman,
0
1 Gibson, g ...... 1 0 1 2
Kleine of Hudsonville; a
will be March 25 at the home West Ottawa High School, who his team high 18 points in the
•
. plays ’best game’
sister • in - law, Mrs.
of Mrs. Gus Ritterby.
arranged the program.
quarter.
Totals
32 19 22 83
Totals
19 17 13 55
Totals
23 10 26 56 Brummel of Grand Rap
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Hutchinson Sees More
Spent on Interest Alone

A. Kerbs

Awarded Medals,

Home from

Viet

-

ALLEGAN —

was
Taxpayers charges, $3.14 million
ers are spending more toward considerably more than the
interest payments on the na- county’s total budget for 1970
tional debt alone than on the which was $2.71 million,” he

SP/4 Kenneth A. Kerbs, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kerbs,
2026 Ottogan, returned home
from Vietnam on Jan. 18 and
after a 34-day leave at home
was assigned to Fort Hood,
Texas.
While serving in Vietnam he

was

near Phu

stationed

Bai

with the 101st Airborne strike
force division (Airmobile).

He received the Combat Infantryman’s Badge; 101st Unit
Citation; two Vietnamese Citations; the Bronze Star for
meritoriousservice in connec-

Lt.

Kourtney C. Nieboer

Lt. K. C. Nieboer

Awarded Wings
At Mather

AFB

onomi

“And, while I do not have
budget figures at hand for the
other districtcounties, I’m reasonably sure a similar comparison could be drawn in eacl
them. In other words, we are
spending more just to finance
the federal debt than we are to
operate our county goverr-

in

he also which $205.7 million was shared
noted how much the federal by the seven counties in his 4'h
overnment is spending in his districtas follows:
Allegan, $26.2 million; Berri“It's not clear to me why the en, $74.6 million; Branch, $15.7
OEO went to all the trouble of million; Cass, $15.8 million;
compiling and publishing this Hillsdale $26.2 million; St. Josinformation, but if its intention eph, $20.3 million and Van Buwas to demonstrate just how ren, $26.9 million.

debt, Hutchinson said

RooseveltDr., has been awarded his silver wings upon graduation from U. S. Air Force
navigator training at Mather

/

Opportunity.

said.

Besides the breakdown on the ments.”
per
)er capita snare
share constituents
Hutchinson aiso
nuicninson
also nuieu
noted icuum
federal
his seven-county area pay in in- outlays in the state during fisterest alone on the national cal 1969 totaled $5.53 billion, of

Second Lieutenant Kourtney
C. Nieboer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack J. Nieboer, 359

mm
WW

own county
governments, U.S. Rep. Edward Hutchinson, R-Mich., said
Wednesday.
The 4th DistrictCongressman
from Allegan picked up some
figures by passing a two-inch
thick volume compiled by computers at the Office of Ec-

operations of their

istrict.

big 'big government’ has
AFB, Calif.
grown, the agency succeeded
Following specialized air- admirably,”he said in a news
crew training at other bases, release.
he will be assigned to George At the end of 1969, the naAFB, Calif , with a unit of the tional debt was $353.72 billion.
TacticalAir Commend, Amer
The Breakdown on each coun-

ELEMENTARY CHILDREN SPEND A DAY IN SAFETYVILLE.

Students Visit

Treat Couple

At Hospital

ica’s nuclear deterrent force of ty's share in his districtshow- A Holland driver and his wife

long range bombers and inter- ed, based on per capita exten- were injured Thursday when
continental ballisticmissiles.
sions: Allegan, $3. 14 million;| the car they were in collided
Lt. Nieboer,a 1960 graduate Berrien. $8 15 million; Branch, with one driven by Reuben De

City of Safety
Youth today are taking un- in 1969, it is being used in the
usual trips to unusual places, elementary schools for the first
The first and second grades time this year.
of Holland schools are visiting
The Police Department is conSafetyville,a new mobile city. fident that this unusual approach
Glenn Bareman, Traffic Safety to safety will have an immedEducation Officer of the Hol- iate effect in helping to save
land Police Department, is ar- the lives of Holland's children,
ranging the visits and conduct- Bareman said. Hopefully, the
ing the tours.
program wil have long range
Safetyville is a village in mi- effectsin preparation for driver
niature complete with streets, educationand a more adequate
sidewalks,cars, marked inter- understandingof the need for
sections,traffic signals andjsafety and courtesy, Bareman
signs. It has a home for the concluded,

Sp/4 Kenneth A. Kerbs

of Holland High School, attend- $1.86 million; Cass, $2 millior; Weerd, 57, of 377 Marquette
ed Hope College, Yale Univer- Hillsdale,$18 million; St. Jos- Ave. at Waukazoo Dr. and Post
sity, and American Internation- eph, $2.28 million and Van Bur- Ave. at 5 49 p m.
al College, Springfield, Mass. en, $2.57
Henry J. De Gees!, 25, of

million.

He was

commissioned in FebThis was for interest on the 1362 Waukazoo Dr, was taken
tion with ground operations ruary 1969. His wife, Nancy, debt and not towerd the debt it- to Holland Hospital and releasagainst hostile forces (Feb. 1- is the daughterof Mr. and Mrs. self, he noted.
ed after treatment of knee aNov. 30. 1969).
Ernst J. Schwarz, Stone Ridge,
“It struck me that Allegan brasions.His wife, Judy, 23,
He also received the Army N. Y.
county's share of these finance was also released from the hosCommendation Medal for dispital after treatment of chest
tinguishing himself by meritorcontusions.
ious achievement in ground
According to Ottawa county
operationsin the Republic of
sheriff'sdeputies who cited De
Vietnam (Feb. 1 - June 30,
Weerd for failure to yield the
1969); cited as a Grenadier for
right of way, Dc Weerd was

-

his unit.

ResthavenGuild
Members Hear

Hopkins Speaks

MissTimmer

At Washington

To Cub Scouts

driving cast on Post and De
Since his return, Kerbs also
Geest was going south on WauAbout 100 women attended
received a second Bronze Star
children, Safetyvilleschool,
Holland police officer Cpl. kazoo when the cars collided at
and the Air Commendation Resthaven Guild meeting Fri- Russell Hopkins and police dog the intersection.
a penny - candy
Medal for 25 aerial flights. He day in Faith Christian Reform- King were a high point of the
Its purpose is to provide the I
Deputies said De Weerd, ridentered the service in August, ed Church. Mrs. Gelmer Boven evening for Cub Scout Pack ing alone, was shaken up but
early elementary grades of Hoi- 1 Admitted to Holland Hospital
1968; took basic at Fort Knox, and Mrs. Clara Vos, Faith 3006 families at their annual
was not treated at the hospital.
land Schools with practical edu- Friday were Lori Tucker, 2534
Ky., and AIT at Fort Polk, La. Church guild representatives, Blue and Gold Banquet Tuescetion and istruction in basic William Ave.; John Boere, AlHe arrived in Vietnam in Jan- arranged the meeting. Mrs. day. Feb. 24. Officer Hopkins
safety and pedestrian habits. It lendale; Dick Schaftenaar, 50
M. L. dipping introducedthe
uary, 1969.
described the training of a
6111 JCnippCl
will travel to the elementary West 14th St.; Kirk Welters,
program and welcomed guests
police dog, and illustratedhis
shools and exist for a day in 208 Cypress: Eric Stoel, route
as well as conducting the detalk with color slides. A num- Joins Staff
each gym.
5; Mrs. Carl Garbrecht, West
votions. Mrs. Ron Pothoven sang
Injured
The first, second, and third Olive: Denise Walters, 20 West
“My Task” accompanied bv ber of pictures showed the
dog in mid-air as he emerged
grades of Lakeview School were
Inc.
27th St.; Mrs. Gerrit Zonnebelt,
Swerves, Hits Mrs. Boven who was also ac- on command from a car window
the first visitors.On last week 536 Central Ave.: Kathy Putcompanist for group singing led
Vern J. Schipper of Holland,
or restrained someone pretendMonday, they walked in groups nam, 477 Plasman.
by Miss Nella Mierop.
Eighth
St.
Pole
educationalrepresentativefor
ing to be a felon.
of four between home, school
“Evil in the World Is RebelDischarged Friday were Mrs.
Hopkins demonstrated King’s Harper & Row, publishers, has
and made a visit to the candy
One
person
was
admitted
to lion Against God” was the subRichard
Brink
and
baby,
269
superb training in a series of joined the staff of Guide, Inc.,
shop after school before returnHolland Hospital following a ject of the address given by commands such
“sit,” publishers of the Sunday School
ing home. Along their route Westmont; Mrs. Don Van Eden,
two-car mishap at Eighth St. Miss Johanna Timmer. She sta- “stand,” and “watch!” The Huide, according to L.J. Klassen
were busy intersections, rail- 1670 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs.
and Columbia Ave. at 12:34 ted that this fact is evidenced boys had
number of ques- ,Ir • general manager,
road tracks, with traffic signals, James A. Huyser and baby,
in this country in low morality,
a.m. Friday.
Hudsonville;
Mrs.
John
Horslions for Officer Hopkins. 1 Schipper,formerly with Hoistop signs and other traffic
Admitted in good condition untrue theology, new universal- About 80 people attendedthe *an(l Public schools, is a gradsigns to guide them. The streets ting, 10614 Adams: Jeffrey
for
x-rays to determine extent ism, civil disobedience, revolu- potluck style dinner held at ua^e Hope College and has
were busy with the traffic of Driesenga,434 West Cherry,
of possible injurieswas Jennifer tion and false ecumenicity. Miss
Zeeland;
Bernardo
Ramirez,
four beginning drivers in “Tot
Washington School. Guests of a master's degree from MichVan Cor, 21, of 1724 East 14th Timmer urged prayer by Chris- honor were the Pack's Institu- '8an ^afe University. Active in
314 West 15th St.; Jeffrey VeltRods.”
tians
for
revival
in
the
church.
St., a passengerin a car driven
The children proceeded house, 260 Dartmouth: Ethel
tional RepresentativeFred community affairs, he presently
by Roderick C. Grant, 22, of She quoted several contempo- Smith and Mrs. Smith, and 's_ saving as chairman of
through their average day. King, 364 West 20th St.: Mrs.
PEDESTRIANSWATCH STOPLIGHT
285 East Ninth St. Grant was rary authors who substantiated
Many disregarded signals,some Gerald Witteveen, 599 WedgeWashingtonSchool Principal “Career Worlds” for area
treated at the hospital for her remarks.
schools and the Chamber of
had accidents, and quite a few wood Dr.; FrederickVan Dyke,
Jack
Lowe and Mrs. Lowe.
Miss Timmer is a member of
18th St.; Kimberlee Klompar-^ard Armstrong. Allegan; John contusions of the nose and reCommerce.
received tickets. But it is all 181 East 38th St.; Beverly MarTaking
part
in
the
opening
Faith Church, a retired educaleased.
As executive editor of the
make - believe; the hope is tin, 173 East 14th St.; Estaban ens, Hickory Corners; Mrs. Atman, 423 College Ave.
tor and former dean of women ceremony were Den 2 scouts
Police
said
two
others
in
the
that it will impress the con.se- Jimenez, Fennville; Edward Lewis LaGrand, 31 East 35th Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
at Calvin
Steve Aubert, Joey Bouillon, Sunday School Guide, Schipper
Grant car, Randal Nyberg, 22,
quences of these same events in Meyer, 629 West 29th St.; Mrs. St.; Christian Lamberts, 2951 Arthur Philippus, 251 West 14th
Mrs. Maude Dogger, guild Scott DePuydt, Arnold La- will work with the present staff
St.; Mrs. Lloyd Lacy, Fenn- of 85 East Ninth St., and Carol
in presenting Bible centered
Bernardino Sosa, 206 West 13th Lakeshore; Arnold McCormick,
Keerney, 21, of 108 East 13th president, thanked the host Uombe, and Loren Madderom. materials. The publishing firm
It is a portable city operated St.; Mrs. Clemente Amaya and Hamilton; Mrs. Robert McCor- ville; Mrs. James Fitts and
church and conducted the busi- ^rs- Rene Bouillon is their
by the Safety Education Divi- baby, 124 East Seventh St.;[mick and baby, Windmill baby, 377 West 22nd St.; Elma St., escaped serious injuries. ness meeting. Mrs. Bert Bruis- Den Mother. Cub master Dan currently is in its 49th year.
Police
cited
the
driver
of
the
Freestone,26 West 20th St.;
Schipper is married and has
sion of the Holland Police DeMrs. Raleigh Lilley, 359 Cen- Trailer Ct.; Mrs. James Ten
chart reported that the March Gilbert led the group in several
Lori Tucker, 2534 William; other car, Donald G. Douglas,
three sons, 11, 9 and 4. Mrs.
partment and is sponsored by tral
songs,
and
then
presented
the
birthday party at Resthaven
Brink, 4639 142nd Ave.; James
Mrs. Harold Downing, 6269 23, of 79 West 19th St., for
the City of Holland.The proBobcat pin to Tom Farrah. Re- SchiPPer, the former Isla Streur,
will be provided by the SalvaAdmitted Saturday were Mrs. Wyant, 1565 Harding.
failure
to
yield
the
right
of
way.
139th Ave.; Joe Victor, 271
ject's cost of approximately
ceiving Bear badges were Joey ',s an elemenetary teacher. The
Douglas was heading north on R°n
Willis Van
$1200 was funded by a special Gerrit H. De Vries, 155 Glenn-1 Admitted Sunday were Leigh East 11th St.; John Boere,
Boullion and Tom
famil.v attends Trinity Reformed
Columbia Ave. while Grant was Vuren gave a report on the
appropriation from the City dale; Mrs. Clarence Nichols, R. Stair, 10291 Holiday Dr ; I Allendale; Mrs. Jack Ten Cate
Steve
Aubert
earned
the
Bear
Church,
Mrs. Theodore Kamminga, 5 and baby’, Hamilton; Mrs. Jon eastbound on Eighth St., polL'e work of the guild, including badge and gold arrow point,
Council. The unit was built by 152 West 19th
plans
for
an
April
fund
raising
said. Grant swerved to miss the
officers of the Safety Education Discharged Saturday were East Eighth St.; Jose Rivera Shashaguay and baby, 762 Myrwhile Mike Brady earned the Roof Collapse Breaks
Douglas auto, making a left turn event with Mrs. Harry Kalmink
Linda
Alderink,
route
3;
Mrs.
Ill,
246
East
Ninth
St.;
Mrs.
tie;
Mrs.
Beecher
Childress
and
Division of the Holland Police
Bear badge, gold arrow point Pipe; Firemen Called
as general chairman.
Dwight Ballast and baby, 3481 Edward Stevens, 251 West 12th baby, 2950 132nd Ave.; Mrs. onto Eighth St., and hit a utiliDepartment.
Mrs.
Ben
Lemmen
told
of and silver arrow point. Bryan
It is the third such portable Butternut; Sybil Bredeweg, St.; Mrs. Theresa Weerstra, Roger Van Liere and baby, 223 ty pole at southeast corner.
A loading dock roof at plant 3
purchasesof replacementitems Boerson was the most decorunit in Michigan: others are in 383 Maple Ave.; Juliet De 727 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Wallace West 15th St.; Kenneth Nienin the home. The treasury bal- ated Cub Scout of the evening of the West Michigan Furniture
Kalamazooand Benton Harbor. Boer, Hamilton; Kenneth Van Regenmorter, 2081 West huis, 71 East 31st St.; Robin VFW Auxiliary 2144
ance announced by Mrs. Ed- as he received his Bear badge, Co., 195 West Eighth St., colThough not fully completed,it Dirkse. 125 East 18th St.; Tim- 32nd St.; Mrs. Cora Erickson, Van Raalte, 109 Birchwood.
Holds Regular Meet
ward Spruit, $939.71 included a gold arrow point, and two sil- lapsed Sunday at 8 p.m., breakwas used in 1968 for the Project othy Howard. 443 Howard Ave.; Hotel Warm Friend; John
The following were admitted At (he regular meeting of Bethany Church benefit coffee ver arrow points.
ing a 2-inch sprinkling system
Headstart Program. Completed Mrs. Tom Jeppesen, 277 West Naerebout,Grand Haven; How- Tuesday to Holland Hospital:
Mike Van Tubergen was re- feeder pipe and causing some
Veteransof Foreign Wars Aux- for the guild which netted $221.
Lisa Adams, 574 West 48th St.; iliary 2144 held Thursday eveDessert was served from a ceived into the Webelos Den, flooding of the loading dock
Mrs. Richard Weerstra, 267 East ning in the VFW Post Home the buffet table with an arrange- and Mrs. Roger Boerson was area, Holland firemen said to14th St.; Mrs. Donald Gibbie, charter was draped in memory ment of forsythia and yellow thanked for having been a day.
5041 Butternut Dr.; Vernon L. of two of the Auxiliary’s mem- tapers. Social committee mem- Den Mother. The next pack
The loading dock, enclosed on
Tuls, 456 East 16th St.; Mrs. bers, Mrs. Kenneth (Vivian) bers were Mrs. William DeRoo, meeting will be at 7 p m. Mon- three sides, was located at the
Ethel King, 364 West 20th St.; Tubergen and Mrs. Elmer (Gen- Mrs: Jake Visser, Mrs. Marvin day, March 16, in the Washing- north end of the building and
Ruben Perez, 368 iPne Ave.; eva) Talsma who died recently. Baas and Mrs. Seymour Van ton School gym. Two new dens firemen said accumulationsof
Mrs. Amos Conner, 94 West 18th
During the business session Drunen. Mrs. Jack Dykstra and are being formed, and families snow during the winter may
St.; Mrs. Catherine Wuerth, announcement was made of the Mrs. Vos poured. Mrs. Boven interested in joining the pack have weakened the roof.
Douglas; Jack De Witt, 679 Eighth Districtmeeting of VFW was door hostess. Miss Josie should call Pack Committee Firemen said water damage
Graafschap Rd.; Robert Bueno, Units and Auxiliariesto be held Holtgeerts, home matron, and Chairman Jerome Hurtgen.
was confined to the dock area.
63 West First St.; Susan Koning,
ten
residents
were
included
in
in Holland Saturday. Dinner will
322 Roosevelt; Marie Esther be served from 4:30 to 6:30 the group attending the meeting.
Martinez, 430 College Ave.: p.m. after which the Auxiliary
Merle Overway, 204 Aniline Ave. members will gather at the

and

store Hnwital

llu*VlLul llULtb

Two

As

Of Guide,

Car

as

a

College.

1

reality.

'

I

Ave.

,

Army-

St.

Discharged Tuesday were: Woman’s LiteraryClub

Mark

Strappenbeck, route

3,

meeting beginning

at

for its
7 p.m.

Fennville; Scott Eding, Hamil- The men’s meeting is scheduled
ton; Terry Ebels, West Olive; at VFW Hall.

Douglas Ter Haar, route 2,
Hamilton; Mrs. James Van Huis

and baby, 736 Saunders Ave.;
Mrs. Meredith Nienhuis and

In

other business members
voted to give $25 for Radio Free
Europe. Lunch was served by
Mrs. William Zietlow and her
committee.
The next regular meeting of

baby, 488 Rose Park Dr.; Mrs.
John Elliottand baby, 142 East
15th St.; Susan Barman, 681 the Auxiliary will be held aMrch
Saunders Ave.; Kim Bakker, 12.
14834 Blair St.; Mrs. Robert
Northern, 337 Pine Ave.; Thel- Area
Students
ma Collier, 638 ButternutDr.;
Mrs. Wallace Van Regenmorter, Practice Teaching
Several Holland students at
2081 West 32nd St.; Roy Clark,

WMU

route

5,

Allegan; Leigh R. Stair,

10291 Holiday Dr.; Mrs. Henry
Oonk, 191 West 27th St.; Leon-

ard

Stiller, 126

East 21st

St.

Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, who plan to become
classroom teachers,will complete their practical experience
in classroomswith the close of
winter semester in April.

Van Raalte Bluebirds
Visit

Holldnd Sentinel

,

Jefferson School

Cubs Get Awards
The

Jcffeison School Cub

Scouts received awards at their

pack meeting Tuesday. Paul
Klomparens, the cubmaster,
presentedthe awards.
The Bobcat Award was presented to Tom Daubenspeck,
Scott Jacobusse, Randy Lubbers, Doug Cupery, Tom Klomparens, Brian Schipper, Tim
Vander Yacht, Steve Kemper,
Curtis Van Duren, Bill Vander
Kallen and Doug Otting.
Tom Koning received the Wolf
award. Webelos Awards went to
Daryl Berkompas,Duane Berkompas, Scott Bower, Steven
Essenberg, John Hosta, Dan
Molenaar, Tim Rorick, Jim
Schipper, Doug Van Putten and

Included among the students
are Jack Boersen at Holland Ted Hilbing.
The Fourth grade den gave
High, Judith Ann Naber, Reeths

The Babbling Brook Bluebirds, Puffer Junior High, Muskegon;
third-gradersfrom the Van Guy Copier, Longfellow; KarRaalte School visited The Sen- lene John, E.E. Fell; Roger
Knoll, Central, Grand Rapids;
tinel for a tour on Monday.
Linda Locker, Montello Park;
Members of the group were Gwenda Otting, Lake Center,
Andrea Ehmann, Anne Beery, Portage; Debra Ridenour,HolBarbara Woodwyk, Carol De land Heights; Colleen King,
Weerd, Cheryl Hackney, Jamie Oakwood Junior High, KalamaSpoor, Judy Sloothaak, Lisa zoo and Junior Oosterbaan, HolPaauwe, Lynda Jordan, Susan land High.

Macicak, Tami Paauwe and

Webb.

Linda Ten Have of HudsonBesty Macicak.
ville is in Hudsonville and
Their leader is Mrs. Simon Beatrice Vander Wilt of West
Paauwe Mrs. James Spoor is Olive is at North Elementary,
their sponsor*
North Comstock.

a skit under the direction of the
den mothers,Mrs. Norma Hillebrands and Mrs. Eleanor Borr.
Milt Van Putten directed the
group in song.
’

Improper Backing
Fred H. Smith, 45 of 187 West
Ninth St., was citea by Holland
police for improper backing
after the station wagon he was
operating backed from his driveway and into a car parked and
operated by George W. Boneburg, 43, of 64 West 27th St.,
Sunday at 5:30 p.m.

FOUR GENERATIONS— Ryan

Mitchell

Boeve smiles as ho

poses on the lap of his great-grandfather, William M. Boeve
of 1142 136th Ave. in this four generation picture of Boeves.
Standing (left) is Ryan’s grandfather, La Verne Boeve of
Spring Lake, and his father, Howard Boeve, also of Spring
Lake,

|
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Hospital Notes
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Monday were Mary Lyons, 10967
Riley St.; Mrs. Genevieve T.
Atwood, 358 Washington Blvd.;
Mark J. Stappenbeck, FennviUe; Mrs. Maurice James, 4233
136th Ave.; Scott Chris Eding,
Hamilton; Terry Ebels, West
Olive; Mrs. John Garcia, 413
Columbia Ave.; Jarvis Drnek,
129 East 35th St.; Mrs. Willard
Nienhuis, 904 South Washington
Ave.; Mrs. Herman Jansen, 647
West 21st St.; Timothy Howard,
443 Howard Ave.; Mrs. William
Kluitenberg, 540 West 32nd St.;
Mark Ten Brink, 228 168th Ave.

fimbiuh
Memories linger on from the
Feb. 19 visit of Col. Frank Bor-

man, commander of the Apollo
8 moon mission, to Hope College
for an honorary degree.
Col. Borman had been chosen
class hero of the Sophomore
class and was the class’ guest
for the day. He promised to
return for commencement in

1972.
Perhaps the most

V

..

thrilled peo-

ple who saw the astronaut were
the youngsters from Lincoln

CONGRESSIONALCONTACTS—

Miss Ernie Rutgers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald H. Rutgers of route 3, Holland, is
shown here recently meeting Sen. Edward M. Kennedy while
making congressional contacts on Capitol Hill. She participated in a February seminar on “Opportunities for Careers in
the Federal Government”held in Washington, D. C. Miss
Rutgers is a junior at Spring Arbor College in Spring Arbor,
Mich., and was among four students selected to represent the

School located just east of campus. The youngstersformed a
guard of honor from Graves Hall

PREPARE FOR SERVICE-Mrs. Mark Wal-

practice the numbers which they will present

voord and Mrs. .lames Townsend (standing
left to right behind podium) go over final details for the World Day of Prayer Service
while Andreo Garcia and Ben Van Lierop

at the special service Friday. The meeting
will be held in First Presbyterian beginning

Local Churches to

to Dimnent Chapel where the
convocation was held, and waved flags and cheered while the
astronaut walked from one
building to the other as large
flakes of snow fell.
Youngsters eagerly reached to
shake and touch hands. Later
School Principal Ivan Compagr.er visited one room and found
18 of the 25 students had touched hands. Autographs, always
time consuming, were discouraged but Borman said autographs could be obtained by
writing NASA in Houston. The
school arranged for 13 pictures
to be autographed—one for each

at 1:15 p.m.

(Sentinelphoto)

Mark

Hope

Receives

Science Grant

N.Y., are living at 521 West 20th

.

1

.

E. E.

^ ^^C8.r•sSSSk,

.

H*

S

^

Frens.

After dinner, competition
judging of titled slides took place

with nonors going to Ernie
Zoerhoff, Fred Kleinheksel, Jay

Vender Meulen and BUI
and acceptancesto

Swett
Ral|)h

Waldyke, Zoerhoff,Don Riet-

man, Romeo Alfieri, WaUy
Clark, John Bouman, Klein-

heksel, Roger Wabeke, Stuart
Mrs. Matthew Pate, 301 West Westing, Virginia Swett, Tena
31st St.; Mrs. Ernest Prince Watzer, John Watzer and Carol
Wolters.
and baby, 494 Woodland Dr.;
Yearly awards and trophy
Llye Snyder, 29 East 22nd St.;
winners were Zoerhoff, photoDenise Walters, 20 West 27th
grapher of the year and first
St.; Kirk Wolters, 208 Cypress.
place winner of the Wade Drug

Mrs. Herman De Bruin

!

Fell 7th grade Orches-

Store trophy; Westing second;Frens, third; and Virginia Swett,
honorable mention.
Highlighting the evening was
a narrated slide program by

Pat Davis entitled “Wonders

_

of Nature.”

New members joining

the club

were Wayne Reed,

Martin
and

Reuben Otten

Hieftje,

B°wen

area.

Section of the Festival were
Harold Geerdes, director of

strumentalmusic at

in-

Calvin

College and conductor of

Calvin Band and

the

orchestras;

Michael Listiak, conductor

of

the South Haven Community

“

ductor of the Holland High
Band and Orchestra and now
associate dean at Grand Valley
State College.

bag

Judging the Holland High
School Orchestra were Elizabeth Green, well-knownconductor, clinicianand conducting
teacher from the University of
Michigan; Leonard Falcone, recently retired as directorof
bands at Michigan State University; Florence Sullivan, former oboist with the Grand
Rapids Symphony, currently an
oboe clinician and teacher of
strings and woodwindsin the
The Forest Grove Reformed Tha “‘f5, wareT,born, a " d of the grant will be used to 'v<'stern
attrarti'">s for the afford tomorrow while you’re Grand Rapids area; and Karl
Schlabach.
Church
[rTvdedUvtetn^K mt he"; ^.de
support, ng faclli, conven.mnmg K.wanis family
.td paymg hm yesterday.
In festival competition each
tertam the Jamestown Reformed ien, Rus.si, Sweden.
Windmill la^ an ote a) while
orchestra performed three seV///A
Church Girls League
to
an
InIndia
and
thu
cnmmpr
t
h
r
v
°Peiaie
a
successiui
researen
...uiu
league to an in- India, end this summer they
tractions including sketches of while she is waiting to get mar- lections in concert and then
dian supper. Monday evening.are planning visits to Switzer-Pr°firam
sight-read a composition they
This is the sixth consecutiveNetherlands Museum and Wind- lied.
March 9 at 7 p.m. in the Forest .land. France. Italy, Austria.
, mill Island. It noted the Dutch
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Huis, son of Mr.
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and Mrs. Julius Van Huis, 1374
West 32nd St.; Robert Vanden
Bos, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Vanden Bos, 1699 South Shore
Dr.; John Rypma, son of Mr.

and Mrs. John Rypma,
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R. E.
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daughterof Mrs. Mary Tellman,
Phelps Hall; Leo Murray, son
CALI AND SAY
of Mrs. Leo Murray, 371 College
Ave.; Dennis Bobeldyk, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bobeldyk,
144 East 38th St.; and Mary
Knoper, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Knoper, 566 Alice,
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GVSC Announces Study
COMPLETE PLUMBING

Program in France

and HEATING SERVICE

ALLENDALE - The Grand
Valley State College French de-

partment, in conjunctionwith
the Institut d’Etudes Francaises de Touraine, is offering
a new study program to GVSC
studentsin Tours, France, be-

PHONE 772-6471
RENTAL-HOME OWNED
COMMERCIAL

Residential Commercial

304 Lincoln

may

&

enroll in courses ranging
ad-

from beginning French to
the arts.

Two former HoDand area
THERE’S THE BUNNY!— About 165 handicapped children at audiencewith the appearance and disappearanceof a floppy
Thomas Jefferson School were treated, along with regular toy rabbit. Here, most of the youngsters seem to have spotted

• •

second graders, to a magic show Thursday under the the tricky bunny. Kurtz was assistedby student helpers Paula
Kurtz, Slagh and Richard fer Haar and school principal Carroll W.
semi-professionalmagician from Detroit, enchanted his young Norlin.
(Sentinel photo)
first and

sponsorship of Star of Bethlehem No. 40 OES. Robert J.

Institut, which is con-

nected with the Faculte des
Lettres, offers classes in an
18th century town house and
sessions vary from two, three
or four weeks to summer sessions of one, two or three
months or enrollmentmay be
for a full academic year. Students will receive GVSC credit
for work they accomplish in
France.
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Former Area Teachers
Are Honored by PT A

awarded PTA Honorary Life
Membershipson Feb. 19 at the
Founders Day Program of the
PTA's of the Saratoga Union

induitrielsupplies.
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Zeeland.

Mrs. Betty Mackus is retiring
as postal clerk at the Jenison
Post Office after 20 years of
service. She recently was honored at a farewelldinner by
the Jenison Post Office employees, wives and husbands.
Mrs. Mackus experienced the
moving of the Post Office twice
during her 20 years due to the
tremendous growth in the community.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Fisher
1197 Parson St., celebrated their
50th anniversary recently.
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needed for paving a truck driver bis Ph D fr°m the University ot pate satisfactorilyin monthly Grand
Car into a third vehicle stopped
to deliver the' goods to Annville. Iowa where he specialized -n seminars and write satisfactory| Mr. and Mrs. Eberhard Knopf for the intersectionand driven
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